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DARROW

ESCAPE
CONFESSION OF SCHEPPS IN
ENTHAL MURDER CASE,

ROS-

-'

the keystone in the rach,"
said, "and when they get
to' New York the entire arch
There was one Important
overlooked and' that was to HE ASSERTS ACCUSED LAWYER
change the number of the automo- RUINED
REPUTATIONS
OF
'
GOOD
FORMERLY
MEN
."
One statement he made has con"You can
fused the local officers.
of
make the date on tbe twenty-fiftCECLAEES
IS AF1AIB
February all this investigation will
stop," ie declared, hut refused to amii
THINKS THAT IS THE REASON IT
I
plify this assertion,
am
Schepps
me back
will fall.
thing we
"T

FINDING HIM ASLEEP THEY PRENOT TO KNOW
HIM, HE DECLARES."

TENDED1
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EXPECTED

WITNESS SOME REMARK-ABLE DEVELOPMENTS

TO

DID
4
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' New York,
Aug. 12. This ,week
promises to unravel much of the

mystery that still surrounds the killing of the gambler, Herman Rosen
thal, who was shot down in front of
the Hotel Metropole nearly a month
ago.

With the coming of Sam Schepps
from Hot Springs, Ark., and a possible
confession from Jack Su.'.Uvan, the
district attorney's office prepared it
self for new and important evidence
that would corroborate the confession
of "Bald Jack" Rose that Police Lieutenant Becker instigated the murder.
Schepps, according to Rose, rode in
the murder car up town and later
paid the gun men for their work. The
public prosecutor has sent an officer
to bring Schepps back and also has
requested the Hot Springs' officials
not to turn their man over to an7 one
without instructions of the district
attorney's office. Mr. Whitman, wants

A STRONG DEADLOCK
Aug. 12. Failure of
Washington,
the sugar tariff bill and the exfeared
cise tax measure was
today
by -- democratic leaders of
the house. Both bills are In con
ference. House conferees Insist upon
a sugar tariff reduction much below
the basis the senate will accept.
There appears hope of the deadlock
being broken.

RECEIVER OUSTED
BY FRISCO

BANK

NOT

CALL TVEITMOE
WITNESS
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STORM IN OMAHA.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 12. Wind and
which accompanied
the
lightning,
storm which visited Omaha early today, did considerable damage to
shade trees and electric wires. The
rainfall was" 1.92 inches. Reports of
more serious damage came from various points in the state, but the crippled condition of telepnone and telegraph lines make details hard to obtain. v Norfolk reports several thousand dollars' damage by wind, while
at Harmon a heavy hail storm ruined
crops. No loss of life is reported.

FEMALE ORATOR
EXPECTS
TALK ABOUT DUTIES ON
SILK, ETC.

TO

Seagirt, N. Y., Aug. 12. Though the
democratic party has no plank In its
platform advocating woman suffrage,
a plan has been formulated by the
Wilson compaign managers by which
they make a bid for the feminine vote
in the woman suffrage states.
Mrs. J. Borden Harriman of New
York is to have charge of the Wilson
campaign among women voters In

California,
Washington,
Wyoming',
Utah, Colorado and Idaho. Joseph E.
Davies, secretary of the nauonal comTEXAS' REPUBLICANS SPLIT.
mittee and manager of the western
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 12. The repub- headquarters at Chicago, had an aplican state executive committee meet- pointment with Governor Wilson toing today split after a heated argu- day at which he expected to map out
ment over th ruling of State Chair-ima- Mrs. Harriman's activities. Without
Members of the going into the suffrage question, Mrs.
Cecil Lyon.
Taft faction protested against the rul- Harriman, according to present plans,
ings of Mr.. Lyon because of his actic-itie- s will make (her appeal by speeches on
In behalf of Theodore Roosevelt. the tariff and the cost of living as
Shortly afterward the executive com- well as legislation relating to hours
mittee divided. Separate meetings of employment and workmen's com"
were held. Each side claimed the vic- pensation.
' "
3
Mr. Davieswvgmght for the'
tory.
drnct - mnHefe
flrtfH'Ov"
CUBA MUST PAY
Washington,' Aug. 12. The state sation act and laws limiting employ
aruuent again has asked Cuba to ment signed by Governor Wilson hi
former
pay $500,000 remaining due on the New Jersey. Roila Wells,
Reilly contract for the waterworks mayor of St. Louis, who was appoint
plant and sanitation of Cienfuegos. ed treasurer of the national democrat
The Quhan congress has appropriat- ic committee, was expected to call on
ed for the payment and several re- Governor Wilson here during the day.
quests have been made for It by this
Economy Is Favored.
It is denied that the regovernment.
Economy to the extreme and the
smallest campaign fund in the history
quest has taken the form of an
of any party, if possible, represents
trover-Trnp-

fIRDEB

EXPIATE THEIR CRIMES

TOE OTHER IN RAPID SUCCESSION

j
j

Vin-cens- o

appio-prlation- a

the wish of Governor Woodrow
son for the coming campaign.

Wil-

THEIELECTRIC CHAIR AT SING SING
to the house on the pretext of buying negro, shot and killed Michael Linch,
milk.
a New York policeman, on the morn
John W. Collins,' a young Florida ing of July 1, 1911. Collins had been
drinking and fired a revolver but of
the window of his apartment in tho
section of New York known as "Hell's

TODAY IN CONOEESS

Washington, Aug.
vened

at

10 a. m.

12.

Kitchen."

Senate:

Con-

.

--

Financial operations of republican
congressional
campaign committee
were reviewed by campaign tunds
investigating committee by Chairman
McKinley.

Resumed debate on postof tics' ap
propriation'1 "bill, the good roads 'sections being eliminated and provision
made for a commission to Inquire Into
fedemt'aid In highway construction.
parcels 'post' plan
incorporated as substitute for house
Bourne-Bristo-

provision.

Judiciary committee refused to
make report on Pom0rene resolution
directing attorney general to bring
criminal prosecution against officers
of the Standard Oil company and
American Tobacco company.
House:
Convened at noon.
Consideration of elections committee's reports in case of Representative Cat! in.
Under agreement five hours debate
was to begin on Catlin case.
'
Representative Byrnes introduced
bill appropriating $50,000 for investigation into pellagra.
Formal 'call for democratic caucus
on battleship question issued for Wednesday afternoon.

!-

-'

f

Officer Linch heard the Fhots and
went to Investigate. When he knock
ed at the door, Collins opened it and
fired.. He appealed to Governor Dis
to commute his senten',5 to Ufa impri
sonment, claiming he was Intoxicated
at the time and was unawara of what
he was doing and asserting that be
had never known the offlter. The
governor refused to Interfere.
'"Joseph Ferrone killed ' his wife,
Kate, In New York City on October
Mrs. Ferrone had refused
24, 1911.
to live with her husband because of
111
treatment, she claimed,' but she
was induced to return from Philadelphia, where she was living, a few
days before the crime was" committed, on'Ferrone's plea that their child
(.pavored unsuccessfully to bring about
deavored tinsuccessfull to bring about
a reconciliation and the murder followed. The woman's body, with her
throat slashed, was found In the
street. When convicted Ferrone attacked a Juryman and attempted to
kill himself by cutting his thoat with
a piece of broken watch crystal.
When taken before Judge Foster for
sentence the murderer's hands and
fp'it were shackled to prevent further
On the way to the death
violence.
house at Sing Sing Ferrone made a
second attempt at suicide by frying to
swallow a Jagged piece of tin.

E filEXP

Dis-

cussing reports Dliat. the democratic
party wanted to ruma at least $2,000,- 000 Governor

FOE

Ford declared . unequivocally that
the accused had received the alleged MRS. J. B0RD2M HARRI WAN OF
NEW YORK WIL.. WO"K IN
bribe money from Tveitmoe and that
the evidence to that effect corroboSUFFRAGE STATES.
rated that of John R. Harrington.
Ji
' ft
Ford ridiculed the impression created,
he said, ; by Darrow's attorneys that WILL USE TEE TAEIFF PLAH
Franklin and Harrington were in the
conspiracy.

to be
Cer- -

CITY EDITION

Wilson

aid

"It vexes m& that it has been said
that $2,000,000 has been fixed as the
figure. I have not. the slightest notion of how much is necessary, but I
remember Mr. Bryan telling me the
eum used in hia campaign,
1 . have
forgotten the exact figures, but It cer
tainly was not less than $1,000,000,
and my desire Ib to confine expenses
to a. reasonabla degree of economy
and absolutely legitimate objects. I
regret that it costs as much, as it
doe to run a campaign."
Governor Wilson also amplified his
views on organizations and political
machines with which Frederick W.
Hlnrichs once a candidate for lieuten
ant governor of New York took issue
with the governor on Saturday, draw,
lng the' governor's attention to Mr.
Roosevelt's position on these questions.
"Organizations are absolutely necessary," said the governor, "and It Is
always right to discriminate between
political machines and organizations.
A machine is that small part of an
organization used for wrong purposes,, generally private and personal.
It is not right to confuse, organizations with the machine."

SCENE OF
BUTTLE
MEXICAN

INSURRECTOS
FIGHT
WITH TROOPS NEAR
COLUMBUS.

'

BRISTOV

BILL

PASSES SENATE
UPPER
BRANCH OF CONGRESS
ADOPTS NEW PLAN FOR PARCELS POST

n

'

Cheated You
tainly Will

t
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Los Angeles, Aug. 12. Interrupted
frequently by objections on the part
of the defense attorneys, Assistant
District Attorney W. J. Ford, began
today' tne opening argument to the
jury in the bribery trial of Clarence
S. Darrow.
Opening with a comparison of the accused and Francis Bacon
asi a man whose "sentiments were noble his practices ignoble," Ford said
that history was filled with such men.
Among the "'men of noble character
and great, reputation who have committed crimes," he named Judas
and Benedict Arnold.
The first interruption was that of
Mr. Darrow, who excepted to Ford e
designation of former United States
Senator W. E. Mason, as . Lorlmer s
seatmate. Mason was one of Darrqw's
character witnesses. Darrow and Attorney H. H. Appel were both on their
feet wtih objections , when Ford denounced the defendant as responsible
indirectly for the blowing up of tbe
Times by "teaching... there is no
such thing as crime."
Appel protested that the prosecutor
was going outside the evidence and
Judge Hutton warned the speaker to
desist. Going Into the history of the
McNamara case, Ford defended what
he called the "stool pigeon system"
as a necessity in enforcing the law
and denounced Darrow's avowed belief
In the right to spy likewise into the
secrets of the prosecution.

RECONTINENTAL
COMPANY
FUSES ENTRANCE TO MAN
ASSIGNED CONTROL.

T.mi's bu .ding,

AS

Frank J. Brandon, placed in charge
of the Continental Building and Loan
association bytJeorge S. Walker, state
his own men to see Schepps before building and land commissioner, at
the New York police get to him.
tempted to take possession to lay he
The
investigation com- found the doors locked and a committee, was scheduled to meet today pany guard inside. Deputy Brandon
to select its counsel. The public pros- immediately rep ltd to R.. W HarCommissioner
ecutor's office is e'd to have obtain- rison,
representing
ed information that Becker had ac- Walker, and Harrison' went into concounts in no fewer than eight banks ference with Attorney. General Webb,
and there are indications, it was re- to determine If a forcible entry vculd,
ported that since the murder of Ros- be wise.
The state Is difinitely ,n control
enthal several thousand dollars nave
of the Continental bank, Judge, Grabeen withdrawn.
having
Deputy Police Commissioner Dough- ham in the superior court
erty said he purposed to investigate made permanent his order of SaturWalker
Ford received evidence purporting
the story of Schepps, that the police day giving Commissioner
found him In the Catskills and failed power to liquidate the affairs of the
to arrest him.
Dougherty said Ihe Continental. Judge Graham upheld
would "break" the detectives if they the attorney general, who argued that
were found guilty.
Schepps, in his an officer of the state ought not to be
performing) his pubstory of his flight from the Catskills, restrained from
'
where the New York detectives were lic duty.
ONE AFTER
Commissioner Walker, who declarsearching for the gun men, is quoted
ed the Continental Insolvent last
as saying:
IN
"In Sullivan county I was asleep Thursday, with liabilities exceeding
in a gymnasium when five of the $300,000, is ill in his home at San
New York detectives that I knew Jose with congestion of the lungs.
12. Seven
N. Y., Aug.
came in and lifted the cover from
Attorney General Webb announced, Ossining,
from
their ceils
were
taken
murderers
a
pewould
file
me. One asked me who I was and his decision that he
- in Sing Sing prison today and put to
officand
the
directors
tition
Smith
was
name
I
said
citing
my
grinned.
This is
and I grinned right back. They went ers of the association to show cause death in the electric chair.
Uie
surfer
to
number
the
not
be
should
largest
cover.
Brandon
permitted
the
why
away after kindly replacing
one
on
death
penalty by electricity
Half an hour later I was on my way to take possession,
day since the electric chair was adiptto Buffalo."
' Six Italians and one negro, went
ed.
Prom Buffalo- Schepps said he went
VFTRFS !ta thelr deaths "u!et1- - nd ih exe- to Hot Springs. Max Steur went to IF PPFSIPFWT
I IlLUIULll
II
LIU'." Inutinns were aoeomolished within an
the West side court prison where
hour and 1 minutes.
one
"Bridgie" Webber, his client, and
CONGRESS; WILL QUIT The condemned were executed in
of those charged with the murder of
the following order: Joh.n W. Collins,
Herman Rosenthal, is locked up. The
an
LorenozJj. Cali, Salvatore De Maroe,
had
received
BE
TAKEN
WILL
admitted
he
ADJOURNMENT
lawyer
Felipo.de Marco, Angelo Guisto,
FOLLOWING ACTION ON APurgent telegram from Webber. Shortly
Cona, and Jaso Ferrone.
conn
T.
BILL
Marshall,
Harford
PROPRIATION
afterwards
Call walked to the cnair white fa
eel for "Jack" Sullivan, arrived. He
kissed the
refused to talk and hurried inside.
Aug. 12. Majority ed and trenftlina As he
Washington,
Leader Underwood of the house pre- crucifix when the strap's were being
dicts an adjournment of congress this placed about his body, he fell over
Schepps Denies Confession
' Hot
12
"Jack
week If President Taft vetoes the limply in a dead faint. All the prisAug.
Ark.,
Springs,
;
unnews-.a-vin
Rose has told Itlngs
legislative exeutive and judicial bill. oners with the exception of Collins
his confession to the New York pro- Mr. .Taft said tie would veto the meas- walked Into the death chamber prosecutor and has tried to get me In ure because of its amendments to testing their innocence. Collins came
bad. But I will not stand for it. abolish the commerce court and limit in smiling and seemingly happy and
When I get back to New York I the tenure of oiflce of civil service did not deny hisi guilt. He prayed on
'
his knees at the chair for a minute
mean to tell Whitman the entire employes to seven years.
Mr. Underwood will attempt to pp.ss before he was executed.
truth. He can't' give me the worst
Guisto, Cona, Cali and the two de
the wool revision bill over the presiof it"
Thus declared Sam Schepps today, dent's veto. aFiling in thia he will Marcos were convicted' of the murder
arrested here- for alleged complicity not attempt to press any more tariff of .Mrs. Mary Hall, wife of Henry
He denied legislation. President Taft told Chair Hall, a superintendent of construction
in the Rosenthal murder.
on the Croton aqueduct in a lonely
confession.
a
man Fitzgerald of the house
made
vigorously that he
committee he would veto farm house at Griffin's Corners in
District Attorney Whitman wired
on November 9,
Acting Mayor Pettit of Hot Springs the legislative, executive and Judicial Westchester county
that a detective authorized to get bill if It came to him with the amend- 1911. Santa Znaca, the sixth member
assstssins-- was electroSchepp's extradition papers from Gov- ments referred to. Mr. Fitzgerald is of the band of
ernor Donaghy, was due In, Little said to have repliedMthat an attempt cuted July 8, after he had confessed
Rock today. He will go Immediately to pass it over the veto surely would iu a letter to Governor Dix that he
to Hot Springs if he gets the neces-- : be made. Mr. Fitzgerald predicted stabbed Mrs. Hall to death. The oth'
congress would not soon adjourn if ers were convicted as participating in
eary papers.
the crime. The men gained access
"What's the use going to all that thins3 turned out that way.
-

Davis."

0aji

-

Davis, was assistant counsel in the
McNamara defense. Taking up tne
failure of (he defense to place on the DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE PLANS
stand A. O. Tveitmoe,. the San Fran
TO ENLIST SUFFRAGISTS
cisco labor leader, Mr. Ford 'asserted
FOR HIM.
that the defense was afraid to have
him t
because of Tveitmoe's
implK-atl- i
in the dynamiting of the a
is

STATE

year.

,IS SENSATIONAL.

OPTIC, MONDAY,

WIF?E

to show (hat Darrow had corrupted
witnesses in the McNamara case. .
"The prosecution knew," declared
Ford, "that Darrow
was corrupting
everyone with whom he came into
contact. Some of them were respectable citizens of Los Angeles, one of
whom, 1 am sorry to say, wag

trouble?" asked Schepps. "I will re
t
turn to New York Without extradition
i h
if
...
papers."
Shepps seemed to have lost all
1 1 t
fear of returning to New York but ap-LALLD
pears anxious to discredit the- con- - .
fession of "Bald Jack" Rose. Schepps
says he is indignant at Ros-- for
him in the Rosenthal mur,
der. What he has to tell District Attorney Whitman, Schepps declares,
will cause rteid Investigation to con PROSECUTING ATTORNEY BEGINS
HIS FINAL ARGUMENT FOR
tinue in New York well into next

ill
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REBEL'S BULLET PENETRATES
BODY OF AMERICAN
PRIVATE.

overtake

s:::::li;;j pasty

FIGHT RESULTS

IN WHICH MANY
OF AMMUNITION
ARE CONFISCATED.

POUNDS

El Paso, Tex.', Aug. 12. In a fight
last night between United States soldiers and Mexicans
mile
from the international boundary be
low Columbus, N. M., a soldier was
shot through the body and a Mexican
smuggler's hand was torn from tha
arm by a bulleL A report of the affair was received early today by A. L.
Sharpe, collector of customs at EI
Paso, and by. Colonel B. Z. Stever In
command at Fort Bliss, Texas.
According to the customs department report the shooting was caused
by an attempt) on the part of the
to smuggle ammunition to
Palomas, Mexico, Just opposite Columbus. Inspector A. C. Ash, of the customs service, piloted the soldiers to
the place of the smugglers' activities.
A sharp skirmish resulted and tha
Mexicans were driven back. Colonel
Stever has been notified that tho am
murdtion, about 50,000 rounds, was
one-fourt- h

Washington, August 12. Without a
word of debate the , senate today
adopted the Bourne-Bristoparcels
post plan as a substitute for the house
parcels post provision In tha postof-flc- e
appropriation bilL
The Bourne-Bristoplan wovM di captured,
vide the country into eight sections.
.

-

....

,.i Tut!

.

'"
"t DOUlla

Hernandez In San Fjranico.

'r
J

?t
Los .Angeles, Cal., Aui
Mdltional de Hernandez, miniate ef the jlntericr
n'd t
pound of fourth class rnatjtT. A gradu- for the republic of Mexico, was exated rate to cover the ei&e. zones pected to arrive In Los Angelea towould increase to 12 cents a pound In
day on a visit to Senora Hernandez,
the eighth zone, covering points mori who preceded him by several weeks.
than 1,800 miles apartJ
Senora Hernandez stated that her
a husband's visit here had no political
The house provision outlined
straight 12 cent rate on parcels weigh signification.
ing up to 11 pounds.
1

ton tirnoa pa prr.it

f

12.-W-

'

Senator Overman's amendment to
Duty On Corn Suspended.
the postoffice bill to appropriate
Dubuque, la.,. Aug. 12. Augustin
$250,000 for highway work in each
Pina, Mexican consul at Chicago, who
state, to be available when a state is on a
visit to Dubuque, today anappropriated a like sum, was defeated nounced he had been advised by the
today.
Mexican government that duty on
The Shackelford good roads feature
American corn shipped into Mexico
of the bill adopted in the house would
had been suspended. This action, he
give general aid to the maintenance
is due to crop failures therev
of all roads used for public purposes claims,
In place of the house provision the
BRUNETTES
BEST BOOZERS.
senate committee proposed to have a
Washington, Aug. 12. As tipplers,
commission
roads
good
Investigate blondes are
outclassed by brunettes.
the subject of federal aid before any
Army medical officers have arrived
direct appropriations are made.
at this conclusion as a result of two
years' observation of enlisted men in
thePhilippine scouts, the Philippine
PRESIDENT IS BURIED
Port Au Prince, Aug. 12. Tha body constabulary and the Manila police,
of the late president of Haiti, General force. The reports show that whllo
Cinclnnatus Leconte, who was burned fair men are the equal of their dark
to death In the fire which destroyed comrades in ability to withstand the
the national palace, was burled to- tropical climate, in vitality, muscular
day with national honors The capital strength and intellect, they are lack
ing In staying qualities when It comes
Is quiet. ..
to battling with John Barleycorn.

PRIMUS

GATHER IfJ

ROBBERS SCARED AWAY.
New Westminster, B, C., Aug. 12.
After shattering the safe of the Royal
theater "with charges of nitroglycerin
the strength of which was evidently
INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHICAL underestimated, safe blowers were so
frightened last night by the heavy;
UNION MEETS IN CLEVE- -'
,
explosion they did not take the mon-- ;
LAND, O. .
ey, which lay In plain sight. Fire folCleveland, O., Aug. 12. With dele- lowed the explosion, but "was extingates present from all over the Unit- guished without much damage. The
ed States and Canada and even Ha- theater is located only two block? '
from the police station and an equal
waii and the Philippines, the
annual convention of the Inter. distance from the Bank of Montreal
national Typographical Union opened where last September robbers secured
here today.
President James M. 1257,000.
The Woman's Aux
Lynch presided.
WOMEN WOULD VOTE.
iliary also is in session.
Before the credentials committee
suffraChicago, Aug. 12. Illinois
of the Woman's Auxiliary convened, gettes have set August 14 as "petiit was announced that there would be tion day." At that time an effort will
a contest over the seating; of Mrs be made to obtain 100,000 signatures
Frank Kennedy' of Omaha, Neb., who of registered voters to petitions askis declared to nave been irregularly ing that the question whether women
elected. There will be an election n shall be granted the right of suffrage
this meeting. New York, Nashvill6 In Illinois shall be submiited to a
Tenn., San Antonio, Tex., and Mon- vote at the general election in
treal seek the next convention.

..

fifty-eight-
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TWO

GMIE

MENS

IN SIIAPETO DO

thur; Frank W. Crain, Dexter; A. C.
Jones, Hagerman; Jewell Kimberlin,
Clovis; Ed Ehle, Las Cruces; James
H. Knight, Rincon; D. N. Vest, Carls
bad;' John W. Stewart, Queen; James

OFFICIALS

is CIISIIM

mm

-

Wood,

11DMS

s

'

Clayton'

R. C. Reindorp, Fierro; "William E.
Carter, Pinos Altos; Henry Woodrow,
Cliff; J. A. Simmons, Leopold; Rob
ert C. Monroe, Cliff; Herbert B. Fay,
Mogollon; Robert W.' Reld Alma; Edward W. "Face, Clifton, Ariz.; Marion
A. Gregory, "Santa Fer Fred V. Plom-teauTrucha;i H.'C. Viles; Holman;
0. S., Williams, Glorieta; S. H.
Bettlah; J. R. Ewell; Rowef C.
V. Shearer, Mineral Hill; 'Thomas R.
Stewart, Cowles; Fred Fornoff, Santa Fe; John W. Collier, Estancia;
John A. Beal. Deming; W. R. Lynch,
Ortiz, Colo.; Charles Wilton, Semi-'- ;
leta; D. G. Darrah', Vallecitos; L.A
Shartzer, Ganjilon; Leo E. Anderson,
Questa; C. E. Hulbert,"Taos; M. D.
Colo.;
Loveless, Tagosa Junction,
W. J. Perry, Tres Pledras; - Wayne
Russell, Tres Piedras; Ira T. Yarned,
Trea Piedras; R. L. Deering,' Magdalen a; K. Basil Wales, "Magdalena;
Laurence G.'Haynes, Water Canyon ;
R. F. Rhiaehart, Rosedale; Stanley
W. M. Young,
Calvin, Monticello;
Chloride; Robert S. Blatchford, Re
serve; A. 6. "Reynolds, Reserve,, Car
Eklund, Clayton; J. H. 'McHughes,
Cerrililos; A. 'A. Sena, East Las V.
easily Ai-- Street, Tucnmeivrl; C- P.
ert, Cimarron; Frank KcDaniel,
Rosweli; James-Bell, Tucumcari;
Mosi-man-

Fe;
James, Socorro.

SANTA FE PLANS

AT ROSVELL

)

..tti

,

T.

NEW FREIGHT DEPOT tS TO BE
BUILT AND A PARK ESTABLISHED
Rosweli, N. M., Aug. 12. The Sunt
will within a year spend
approximately $200,000 In local Im
provements, according to Superintendent MeMahon who, in company with
F. B. Houghton, general traffic manager and General Manager J. Brinker
stopped off for a hour at Rosweli yesterday afternoon on their way from
Pecosi north. The proposed Improve-ifSiiSnut' includes a new freight
depot

Fe railroad

or warehouse
rooms
depot

west

ff

rikmaterjal with

GOVERNOR WILL BE CONSULTED
REGARDING! COUNTY SALARY SITUATION.

NUT.
oT

the

frceiwsti-ucture-

,

and

Martin Serrano, Santa Rosa; James will extend from Sixth to Seventh
R. Gilliland, Tularosa; Fred Higgins, street. The; grounds surrounding the
warehouse will he paved with brick.
Rosweli; R. W. 'Lewis, Magdalena; "fl1.
F. Gallegoa;' Gallegos; Simon Serrano, The present 'tracks are to be removSanta Rosa; Nieelas Tenorie, 'Galis- - ed, and the grounds surrounding the
will he converted into a
teo; H. C. Short, Deming; Phil ,S. buildings
a handsome driveway. The
with
park,
Baker, Vermejo 'Park; G. F. Murray,
vacant property, In front of the Ros
Cold Springs; B. B. Crevecouer,
will comprise part of the
William Otlom, Clovis; James well hotel
.
,
T. Lail, Cimarron; 'Juan J. Ronaero, park.
An
will
addition
be
built tothepaS'
W..
B.
Mora; Stephen I.
Luna;
which will make room
Bunton, Aragon; Charles P. Gage, Ar- - senger station,
for a large summer "Waiting room as
agon; Walter R. Atkeson, Datil; W.
well as additional spaee for a baggage
S. Day, Magdalena; George W. Mlner
The railroad yards will
Magdalena; W. H. Goddard, Magdan department
moved hack upon the hilt, and the
he
V.
Hobble, 'Gapitan; Chae.,
lena; John
htto ithepresent yards
C. Coe, Alto; Luther 'Jennings, Par- tracks running
taken
be
away.
Hallo-wasons; Benjamin T. Nahours,
The contemplated 'improvements
Jacob C Nave, Holloway; Raywill
make this part of town one of fhe
J.
mond R. Rogers, Lincoln; Lewis
prettiest
places in Rosweli. Flowers
Swain,
Mundell,
Capitan; Joseph
trees
will he planted throughout
and
White Oaks; John R. Coleman, Richthe "Santa Fe park," nd It is prob
A.
James
cCapitan;
Scott,
ardson;
able water will be furnished from the
Lee R. York, Capitan; James sH. Whitartesian well which flows continually,
Espa-nolP.
James
Leese,
ney, Capitan;
near the (Rosweli hotel. Mr. Crawford
Elza E. Poynter, Santa 'Fe; Dan-Jlne
Guilferd B. proprietor of the hostelry, haa
R. Carter, Pines;
Chapin, Pena Blanca; Earl B. ffioung,
Senorito; John E. Davenport, 'Coyote; Arthur W. Sypher, GallitiS;; F.
E. Andrews, Santa Fe; William Sohn
Anderson, Clqudcroft; A. M. Bailey,
Mayhill; Jesse A. Bru baker, Weed;
W. P. Johnson, Queen; R. F. Balthis,.
Cloudcroft; O. F. Arthur, Albuquer-

que; L.' J. Putsch, Mountainair; C. M.
"Johnson, Gallup; ,B G. Miller, Gaum;
H. G. Calkins,

Albuquerque;

Don P.

Johnston, Silver City; A. H. Douglas,
Silver City.
, Deputy Game Wardens and License
Collectors.
M. A, Ortiz,

Santa Fe; Andrew

Kel-le-

A. E..

Walker, Albuquerque; John L. Boyle, Raton; A. L.
.Await, Clovis; R. F. Ballard, Rosweli;
A. R.
C. O. Bennett, Las Cruces;
Quinn, Carlsbad; E. B. Venable, Silver City; George Sena, Santa Rosa;
Albert H.' Harvey, Corrlzozo; C. R.
Hughes, Deming; F. W, Meyers, Gallup; Tito Melendez, Mora; Chas. E.
Thomas, Alamogordo; D. J. Flnegan,
Tucumcari; M. A. Gonzales, Tierra
Amarilla; C. P. Mitchell, Portales; W.
B. Wagner, Aztec; Edward I. Fortune, Socorro; A. W. Rivera, Taos;
Hillsboro;

gotiated with the Santa Fe several
times with a view to converting 4he
large vacant ground at Virginia and
Fifth Into a park, hut nothing definite wa made public until yesterday
when the proposed Improvement on a
largp scale were made known.
Superintendent TtfcMahon. predicted
a great future for Rosweli. and H Is
the evident Intention of the Santa Fe
to keep up with the progress of the
town. Just when the work will besln
was not made known, hut It was
stated that the work would he started
within a year.

Manuel S. Sanchez, Estancia; Juan J.
Duran, Clayton; Jesus M. Luna, Los
Lunas; Ed Ervin, Pecos; Antonio C.
Ortiz, Albuquerque; Ed Lewis, East
Last Vegas; M. W. Evans, Lake Ar

The "Progressive" Party

Is the Individual, man or woman, who
nses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak hack, and other kid-

ney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put up In
two sizes in sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Store.

Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co's medicines for many years, saya:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has no equal, and is the
one cough medicine I can recommend
as containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties.' The genuine in
a yellow packne. O. G. Schaeter and
Red Cross Drug Store.
A. S.

Vomcn's Coals, Suits,' Silk Dresses, Millinery and Pamso!s;
:

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 12. The
supposed meeting of sheriffs from
different counties of the state held
Saturday afternoon at the court house

Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts and

Figured Lawns at

n

-

l

Ultf eTa .nothing in this life that will
bring real lasting peace, without we
have a full knowledge of sins forgiven. Even at our best and most prosperous times 'the pleasures of this
and leaves our
world pass away,
minds unsatisfied. But I thank God
that He has .provided a remedy for
all mankind. I am not sorry that I
paid the price, while it has left me a
prisoner for life, ..find ,if I have to
spend it all behind these walls I am
not sorry that I made a clean breast
of all that awful, life, for I .never could
have come to a merciful and loving

This committee' will Impress1 upoii
th governor the desire of the county
officers for a special session of the
legislature, and will urge that he call
such a session for the enactment of a
county salaries bill which shall relieve their present difficult situation.
This was the whole business of the
,
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a
president of the sheriffs association.
Walker was made permanent
chairman and George Bennett, secretary.,
Shortly after Its call to order, the
meeting went into executive session
and all outsiders were barred. No information was given out by anyone
until the official statement was made
last night.
Many officials who were present
expressed their disgust at such a useless step as an executive session, de
claring that in their belief it would
actually hurt their cause in the eyes
of the people. Others thought it unnecessary and said that what transpired would surely become public
property sooner or later. Still others
declared that the straight Btory had
better be told, or garbled accounts
would he printed, and it was due to
these last two factions that the formal statement was made.
Few knew anything of the real purpose ot the meeting until Saturday
some of the local
when
morning,
county officers were Informed of It
They had expected it to be Just what
the report had vcalled it, a meeting of
sheriffs) of the state to protest against
the interference of the mounted po

A. B.

11 ROW
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SID

TRIP

PUEBLO

COLO.

CGLGMO SPRINGS $13.70

$11.90

DENVER $15.60
ST. LOUIS, MO.

ST. PAUL; MINN.

$40.30

CHICAGO, ILL

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexko and points in
British Colufnbia.
,

Tickets on sale daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW

N. Y., VIA STANDARD

YGM,

LIES $75.30

LINES

For further information call on or write.

P'l

W D. L. BATCHELQR,
tlL2
ILiJ
AGENT-
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the construction camp and spread
the alarm.
A posse of sheriffs, farmers and laborers took up the' chase and succeeded In capturing five of the Italians who had participated In the
diabolical crime. A sixth
member,
Lorenzo Colli, said to have been the
leader of the gang, was arrested In
Buooklyn a few days later. Colli confessed to having been the actual murderer of Mrs. Hall. He was given a
separate trial and was convicted and
executed several weeks ago.
Robert W.

Mo., who

had been bothered with

ney trouhle for two years, eays:

Patricio Sanchez, sheriff, and John

.

commissioner,

Mora county.

James Hunter, sheriff, Otero

coun-

ty.
RooseC, V. Harris, commissioner,
velt county.
Roman Gallegos, sheriff, and Fidel
Ortiz, commissioner, San Miguel county.
C' C. Closson, sheriff, Santa Fe
county.
E. Robinson,
sheriff, Torrance
county.
Ruperto Jaramillo, sheriff, and J.
M. Luna, clerk, Valencia county.
The meeting was called to Order by
Jesus Romero, in his capacity of

Old papers ror saM.

Herter, Lawrencevllle,

offlo.

Optlo
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T. Hoskins, Cashier.
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DIX GSITS

Savings Banlt

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San
M!gutl National Bank

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskias

j

1

'

6il

C

J. M. Cunningham, President
Frank fiforinger,

LwS Vegas

j

SURPLUS

,
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"I

One of the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lama back. Apply Chamberlain's liniment twice a day and massage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.

'

Bandert,

klK

tried three different Mnds of kidney
pills but with no relief. My neighbor
told me to use Foley Kidney Piils, I
took three bottles of them, and got i
permanent cure. I recommend them
to everybody."
O. G. Schaefer ani
Red Cross Drug Stora

ty.
REQUISITION FOR M'LAIN
Santa Fe, N. M Aug. 12. Governor
McDonald today issued at requisition
upon the governor of Colorado for 0.
E. McLain, arrested recently in Colo
rado Springs on a charge of forgery,
McLain was a confidential clerk in
the office of C. D. Miller, for mer territorial engineer. It is alleged that
McLain forged checks, defrauding the
territory of considerable money, It is
not known just the exact amount.
McLain will be returned here for trial
In the event the governor of Colorado
honors the requisition issued today
by Governor McDonald.

$45J3

$45.30

VIA DIFFERENTIAL

CHAIR AWAITS MURDER BAND
New York, Aug. 12. Five members
of the band of Italian highwaymen
and murderers who terrorized the
Croton Lake district in Westchester
county a year ago) are to end their
careers in the electric chair in Sing
'
Sing prison this week. Two of the
hand are still in their teens, while
the oldest Is but little more than 21.
The crime for which they are to
pay the death penalty was the murder of Mrs. Henry Hall, the young
wife of a superintendent of the aqueduct near Croton Lake. On November '9 of last year Mrs. Hall was attacked and robbed ,hy half a dozen
Italians who entered her cottage
while her husband was at work a milo
away. She was stabbed twice, one
wound being near the heart.
The young woman, a fcride of a few
months, was In delicate health and
was In care of a young woman nurse,
who was also beaten and kicked, but
who recovered sufficiently to run Jo

i

EXCURSIONS

lice.

Mc-Nar-

,

All Women's Waists, including, an excellent
variety of Silk and Lingerie Garments at

c::z ruina gf?

meeting, according to the official
statement.
Those who attended the gathering
represented fourteen counties, in dif
ferent portions of the state, nine of
the officers attending being sheriffs
and one chief deputy sheriff. There
were several commissioners, a school
Savior wiiihout that contession. I am superintendent, and a county clerk or
very sorry for :all the suffering and 80.
The personnel of the meeting was
misery that I have icaused 'Others, but
as
follows:
i
as for myself, it
.the .only brave
Jesus- - Romero, sheriff of Bernalil
not
ever
'IChere
did.
,is
I
that
thing
lo county; A. B. Walker, clerk of the
many of the officers here ;now that
were here when yu was ihere. Mr. same county; M. TJ. Vigil, attorney
Ackley is the depty waitden. I will for the district composed of Bernacoun
send you a brush after ;a wbile. 1 lillo, Sandoval and McKinley
put in my spare time snaking ties; M. Mahdell, treasurer of Bernabrushes, bridles and bridle hits and lillo county; Fred B. Heyn, assessor
a few other little articles. ' 1 have of the same county, and Alfred Gruns- been able in this way to send the feld, chairman of the county commis- dear wife and little girl several hun- sloners of this county.
dred dollars, for which I aia very 'W. C. Kendall, sheriff, Sierra counif
ty.
thankful.
if
I
C.
J.
Lucero,
Felipe
sheriff;
Tell me if you use a full spade bit
li
commissioner; George Bennett,
I make &me pretty nice ones and will
send you one. I have not heard from clerk, and F. M. Hayner, superintend, 3
Mr, McPartland for some time. He ent of schools, Dona Ana county.
A. Hixenbaugh, sheriff, and Harvey
has been very good to me and to the
dear wife and little girt. He has sold M. Shields, commissioner, of Colfax
a lot of articles for me. Mr. Wells county.
Emil Jaraee, sheriff, Socorro counha never forgotten me either. He
gave me a fine typewriter several ty.
A. J. Coury, chief deputy sheriff.
years ftge, and last winter gave me a
fine lathe, that cost $260. Thanking Guadalupe county.
D. V; Stephens, sheriff, and John
you from the bottom ot my heart for
your kind remembrance of me, I am. Hund, chairman of commissioners,
Luna county.
Very respectfully yours.
A. F. Roberts, sheriff, Lincoln counBox 68.
HARRY ORCHARD.
.
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This includes all that is left from our Spring and Summer Line of Men's CSo&iog,
worth from $15. GO up.
-

turned out to be something quite different It was a conference 6f county
officers, of which only nine out ot
the lot, which numbered more than
twenty, were sheriffs. The conference was held behind closed doors,
but an official statement of all Us
proceedings except the actual figures
of the salary schedule framed was
given out afterward.
The meeting framed a schedule for
first class county salaries, which,
while its exact amounts were not stated, were said to be about the same as
those allowed in the salary measure
passed by the last legislature and veNo classificatoed by the governor.
tion of counties was attempted, bub it
was stated at the meeting that with
a schedule of salaries for officers of
first class counties adopted, the salrecalled that Orchard, during the aries for the other counties could 'he
trial, admitted that he blew up the graded downward from this, and a
adjutant general's residence with dy- fairly equitable result obtained.
The classification work was left out
namite in an effort to kill Wells. The
house was demolished but Wells es- because it was felt that different o"
in different
caped eerioua injury because a por-tio- fices should be placed
of the dynamite did not explode. classes, dn some cases, in the same
Orchard also admitted having dyna- county. For instance, the sheriff's ofmited the residence of Governor fice in Bernalillo county has much
Steunenherg of Idaho, killing him. less work to do than has that of
He also dynamited the Independence
It is manifestly unfair to place
Colorado depot and also killed a
them in the same class as regard
detective. In all he killed 26 compensation. Again, the county clerk
or more persons during the labor war. of Roosevelt does many times the reMr. Siringo Is as fol cording than does the clerk of a counThe letter-tlows:
ty in a less settled district.
Boise, Idaho, July 9, 1912.
The meeting felt that classifies
Charles A. Siringo, Santa Fe, N. M.
Hons were the peculiar work of t'
Dear Friend: I received your card legislature and left them to thai
body.
and a few days ago I received your
After adopting a salary schedale
very interesting book. I rarely ever the
county officers named a commit
read anything.. of that nature. But tee to
confer with Governor William
knowing you as I .did, of course I be- C. McDonald and
acquaint him with
came interested,:. and it is surely a
the ideas of the meeting, and with
wonderful revelation of human naits proceedings In all necessary lines.
ture. ' .,
This committee left for Santa Fe' this
I know a great deal of- it from bitis composed
of Emil
ter 'experience, and. I have no hesi morning. ,It
James, H. M. Shields, Jesus Romero,
And
In
rest.
fully believing the
tancy
M. U. Vigil and Fidel Ortiz.
Ve proven be- jiyr. . Gringo
:

ANY MAN'S SUIT IN TOE HOUSE

'

89.98
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game-warden-

I

CONFERENCE

A

G. U
Lakewood;
Artesia; Miles W. Buford, Silver City; J. C. Givens, Central; J. P.
Brooks, Fort Sumner; F. N. Page,
Puerta de Luna; F. A. Butt, Santa
Fe;' C. L. Becker, Belen; Sam Clark,
DECLARES
HE IS
STATE ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN Deming; W. D. Close, Columbus; W. DYNAMITER
HE
PAID
HAS
SORRY
NOT
PERFECTED TO PROMOTE
T. Roberts, Carrizozo; E. J. Davis,
THE PENALTY.
-- EFFICIENCY.
ZunI; Henry Swain, Wagon Mound;
A. J. Thuli, Watrous; L. E. Alldredge,
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 12. Harry
Santa 'Fe, N. M.; Aug. 12 The..game Roy; F. M. Hughes, Solano; James E.
now serving a life sentence
Orchard
warden's (.'office is now organized, Anderson, Tularosa; C. C. Chapma,
of twenty six people
murder
the
for
Dulce;
Emmett
Wirt,
all
blanks
with
Tucumcari;
'deputies appointed,
of dynamiting! outseries
a
Orduring
sent the various officers, and all the Juan B. Luna, Chamita; Jasper F.
of the miners of Colorado and
Porrages
new
a
Jeff
Hightower,
preliminary" work of installing
tiz, Ortiz, Colo.;
a number of
and approved By stem' of hookReeping tales; J. H. Hartley, Palomoa Springs'; Idaho during a strike
to Charles A.
has
written
ago,
years
M,
C
attended "to, "Belqw re given 'the S.: J. Holsinger, Lake Valley;
detective' here, tell
lists of general deputy 'game wardens Weils,' Elephant Butte; Ed Janw. Siringo, cowboy
him
has at last found
he
that,
ing
VAztec;
Randell,
and deputy game wardens and license Chloride; Oren
Mr.
collectors. "The lists' differ In that W. M. Borrowdale, Magdalena; C B.. oomfort in religion. The letter,
a
is
one
in
remarkable
ReSiringo
sayB,
Baldwin,
are Clark, Mogollon; Lee
the general' deputy
many respects when the bloodthirsty
Marclal;
San
toJohnson,
act
the
Frank
in
instructed
protec serve;
only
of the Harry Orchard of a
tion and safeguarding of' the game of W. Miller, Jemez; C. L. Hernandez, nature
few years ago is considered.
adVlrsylvla;
W.
Edwards,
F.
in
other
Las Vegaa;
list,
the state, while the
Mr. Siringo, who was Orchard's
dition to' being sworn 4n- - to protect Harry Martin, Tres Piedras; F. W.
Wll-- 1 guard during the trial of Moyer, HayAlters,
Hodires:
rirftkA
to
George
issue
authorized
the game, are also
wood and Pettibone, miners and offi
to lard; Julius Meyers, Estancia; C.
hunting licenses. In addition
cials of the Western Federation, be
Dur
A.
J.
Willis,
C.
Warden
Encino;
two:
T;
these
'lists; 'Game
number of secret war an; Alex Mclnnis, McCartys; Felfpe came well acquainted with Orchard
de Bacal'has-dens at work In the different coun-- . Sanchez y Baca, Santa Rosa; Robert and was largely instrumental in se
ties on the lookout for iviolations of E.. Vasse, Las Vegas; James Coleman, curing a confession from him.
In his letter, Orchard tells of the
the new came protection: law. The Cerrillos; Dominic Baldwin, Raton;
'
gift of a typewriter and a fine turn'
James F. Fulton, Cimarron; M
lists follow:
Santa Fe; Page B. Otero, Santa lng lathe from former Adjutant Gen
General1' Deputy Game' Wardens.
It will be
J. H. McHughee, Cerrilios; Erail eral Wells of Colorado,
M.f'rlowells, Kingston; C
M.-
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President
Vice President
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TAKE NATURALLY

FADS AND
FASHIONS
New York, August 12.
pleating Is coming In with
.

Accordion

a rush. It.
here in a tew advanced models of
clever makers; but the fashion is too
beautiful to be Ignored and it is predicted that the pleated "frock is to be
a feature of the late summer and fall
styles. Silk In plain or changeable
colors is pleated for entire costumes
that are adaptable for little runabout
frocks or for elaborate afternoon
gowns. There .is decided fullness in
skirt, sleeves and bodices.
Little accordion-pleateJackets of
soft chiffon and mousseline de sole
are now threatening to replace the
coatees of taffeta that have been such
Enures.
Evening wraps and
lovelvneKllf:ees are showing d1 eating
In either entire lengths or as ruffles
on the berthas and sleeves. ,
But one thing must be remembered.
Fullness there Is In all the new frocks
tut balloon skirts are by no means
in style. There Is still tho straight
line of the; figure to be adhered to,
ard It must be admitted that the designers have not introduced bulkl-nesalthough they have given more
actual fullness than for several sea1b

d

strff

s,

sons.

frock of linen,
The simple
cotton, silk or wool, as it is known
this season, comes very near being
the ideal summer frock for the girl
in her late teens, and the designers
bave wrought so many variations upon the theme that ;One may have a
score of such frocks yet show no monotony save perhaps In the matter of
line.
At this late day the shops offer any
number o fthese charming frocks at
very reasonable prices. There are
plenty of frocks useful and suitable
for summer wear which might continue to give service during the autumn and even the winter for house
wear. There are the pretty frocks of
white charmeuse and of white taffeta, for example. Unlined, rolling
back from the throat or in some way
leaving the throat free, light, supplu.
they are cool and comfortable for
summer, easily packed, not prone to
nr- linens lnex- Hto rwYttnna
..i.och.
v
Ijuaaiub
and
easily cleaned, and
rensively
found
be
will
exceedingly useful
they
.
la cold weather as during the hot
one-piec- e

,

TO

All Animals Except Man Able

tiny frills of fine white liuon which
ghe'a crisp freshness u the soft,
flimsy frock.
The striped silks are made up in
s'milar ways and often wlthcut the
fr.lls, the only relief oth';r .than the
hkilful handling of the stripe con-- j
sisting of some bits of fine embroider- ec muslin about the bodice in
of collar and cuffs. These
striped silks are particularly fresh
and pretty in taffeta, but are also
shown In radiums and other supple,
lightweight silks. In taffeta, too,
there are wider stripes in white and
color, but the pin stripes have a more

to 8wlm

Managing

,

Nearly all animals are better swim
meis than men and take to the watei
naturally, while he baa to learn to

1

at

tle coat3 in shot effect
provided, trimmed with lace at the
neck and wrists, and lined with so It
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DISCUSSION

"1 really don't think we're going to
have enough tables for all the people,"
complained Hiss Jones at the church
Jinner, with a deepening of the
tvrlnkles of many cares: "I don't see
tvliy the minister made it such a pub-tiannouncement. He might have
known that we bave to borrow dishes
or the dinner."
"Never mind," soothed Mrs. Burrows, pushing chairs into the various
places, meanwhile glancing complacently at the clock. "It's about time
to begin, and we're all ready."
Miss Jones moved nervously over to
one of the tables. "I really don't think
these flowers are fresh enough, do
you?." she asked of any one who might
choose to answer as she fussed over
them and replaced several stems. "The
HorlBt promised faithfully that he'd
pick out perfectly fresh ones but I
knew we couldn't trust him!"
"Oh, did you buy the flowers?" some
ana inquired politely.
"No; they didn't put me on the committee. But I know that florist of old,
30 I Just called him up this afternoon
and told him that I wouldn't tolerate
any tricks. I told him that he'd better send fresh flowers or he'd lose our
.

trade!"

ed!

"By the way," as he turned to leave,
"you'd better announce at the beginning of the dinner that everybody must
hurry and get through, for we've got
a lot of business to attend to and besides all the dishes have to be washed and put away! '
"What!" she cried a little later, ai
she watched the service.
"Are you
putting all that meat on one plate?"
Her tone was horror struck. "Oh, oi
course, they're hungry, but church is
no place for them 4.0 come to stuff
themselves!
I'd Just put about half
as much meat en eao hplat
you'll
never have enough at that rate. Oh,
of course, you2know what you're doing,
but I'll warrant that you'll regret It!"
She moved away huffily to see how
the tables were progressing.
"Good evening, Mrs. Grey," she exclaimed, bending cordially over one of
the diners, "Aren't you lucky to sit
at the first table! I thought you were
going to take charge of a table, but
I suppose you were too busy with your
home duties. I really ought to have
stayed at home this evening I've
quantities of mending to do, and my
room is growing fairly strange. I so
seldom remain there long enough to
look around!
But then, since the
church really needs my help, it's the
least I can do to be here! If I manage t get any supper at all, I'm lucky.
There's so much to look after!
"You want some more cream?" she
inquired at a table that she was passing on her way to new fields. "Well,
I'll see what I can do for you. Here,"
she called to a girl who was hastening
by with a tray of hot potatoes, "won't
you fill this pitcher? They want more
cream. They've had only one cup of coffee apiece so far, but their cream is
all gone! Cream Is so expensive, too!
I'll see that you get it in a minute,"
she added to the table awaiting the
cream, as the girl sped away with

the pitcher.
v
"I'm glad we don't have these church
suppers very often," she remarked to
a woman sitting near her when they
were assembled after dinner for the
church meeting, "if we did I'd be In
my grave I'm perfectly sure of that!
"I second the motion," she called
out an instant later as she caught the
final words of the speaker; "What are
they voting on?" she Inquired of. her
neighbor. "I think we ought to show
our interest by voting, don't you?
"I'm glad it's over. I'm all worn
'outand here I'm the last to leave, as
uswal," she said, wearily to the janitor,
who waited patiently as she put on
her hat and coat. "You'll be sure to
lock utf everything good and tight,
won't you?"

Chicago Daily News.

Same Old Yarn.

"They tell me that your small boy
says some unusually clever things."
"Yes, yes. Did you hear his latest?"
"Sure."
v
"Why, you never met him."
"True. But I've met a lot of doting
fathers who invariably tell the1 same
old silly tales." Cleveland
Plain
Dealer.

She'd Had Her Turn.
Dollie That's a perfectly beautiful
engagement ring Jack gave you!
Mollie I didn't know I had shown it
to you!
Dollie

t

You didn't

Judge.

STRAY TOPICS FROM
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

SELECTED PQ!!

hings

MIbs Jones moved away, greatly agitated over" the falseness of the word
Df florists.
"Oh, are you going to wear that big
apron?" she inquired, stopping a small
girl who was hurrying in with a tray
of dishes.
"I thought all the girls
were going to wear small
round
aprons. I suppose it's all right, but I
think uniformity is much better. Didn't
any one tell you? But, of course, no
one did. It seems that if I don't take
hold and do things, nothing ever gets
A soldier, being photographed, hap- done!"
She darted over to a far corner, as
pened to mention the name of the
regiment to which he belonged, she spied the minister approaching.
the photographer said "Oh, I'm so glad you've come!" she exwhereupon
that he had photographed the colonel claimed. "I'm sure I don't know who
of the same regiment, and showed the Is in charge but there ought to be
some head, that's sure!
Who is goprivate a copy.
"Well," said the soldier, "I've seen ing to take the tickets? We ought
Col.
a good many times on the to station some one at the" door. Peoparade grounds, to say nothing ol ple are Just thronging in, and you
South Africa,, and he never looked know that some people can't be trust-

satin.1
A novelty of the present season is
the mingling of white or
lace with black. Sometimes there
is a short black lace Jacket combined
with a white lace gown, and artistic
arrangement allows the white lace to
be eeen at the sides, thus diminishing
like1 that,"
the too sharp contrast of color. The
said the photographer, "but
Introduction of cerise with lace is fre you"Yes,"
must remember that the colonel
quent, the rage for cherry color be was neither on the parade ground
nor in South Africa when he was
ing still very great.
The white season Is affecting even photographed."
"Well, but I've seen him alone, and
negligees. Far mope than usual tfcese
he always looks as if he were going
any garments are seen, made of a to Jump
down your throat. In this
silk and lawn, fine linen, voile, you'd think he couldn't
say 'bo' to a
allover embroidery and lace, 1 no goose. Was he alone when he came
'
variations upon moat open of jsuoh negligees require here?"
Some attractive
no." said the photographer,
a
"Well,
underneath,
broflip
4tii
idea have been presented In
as combina with unconscious irony, "he had hifi
such
Undergarments,
all
levely
white,
caded charmeuse,
skirts and nightgowns, are be wife withsaidhim."
the
in texture and rather dull In finish. tions,
"Oh,"
thoughtfully,
made of china silk- or cispe de "that accounts forsoldier,
It."
The figured silk seems hardlv so use-r-r ing
or
tinted.
Chine,
white
delicately
as the plain, yet here and there
FLORENCE FAIR BAN IC3. ,
one sees girls wearing frocks of it
Precaution Led to Disaster.
A marine disaster of curious origin
which are decidedly girlish. One of
GATHER
LEADERS
POPULIST
Is recorded by a recent British Board
these frocks, seen the other day at
St. Louis, Aug. 12. The advance of Trade report.
Some months ago
a
sUrt
had
fashionable
gathering,
a
warkers for the national convention the steamship Hardy had in its cargo
absolutely plain, straight and narrow,
of the People's party, which m'eet3 a large quantity of metallic sodium
although a little fullness in th3 back i here tomorrow, arrived today. James and chlorate of potash the former, aa
low ed the wearer comparative
well known, taking fire and burning
H. Ferriss of Peoria, 111., chairman of is
In water, while the latter is so enerof movement The belted tunic
the1 national commitee, has had headgetic an oxidizer that it Is liable to
tvi'uued straight, down the frost I'M
quarters at the St. James Hotel for explode violently when heatefl. in the
frills
luce,
and
linen
of finest
a
As
and several days in arranging for the con- presence of combustible matter.
of tace on its long close sleevesHe was Joined by a number an extra precaution against trouble
vention.
velvet.
blue
Sii d'.e of bright
of others today. It is expected that these dangerous substances were carThis note of vivid color in th gir-- i
between 100 and 150 delegates will ried on deck. .This proved an unforwhite
all
tunate mistake, however, for a heavy
rf a costume otherwise
de be on hand when the convention Is sea burst open the chests containing
Is very generally used, blue, bleu
cnosen called to order.
two tons of sodium, which in a few
;iel and bright green being
by the delegates minutes set fire to the vessel in many
expressed
Opinions
the
of
than
any
mnr. often perhaps
As the flames reached the
- already on the field show a strong places.
other vivid tones, though in the popIn favor of the proposal to chlorate of potash, a violent explosion
sentiment
are
which
belts
uar narrow leather
Indorse the Roosevelt national ticket broke the ship in two, finishing the
imon anything from lingerie to
destruction. The misdirected efforts
color This sentiment, however, Is not shar- to ensure
were blamed for the
silk, bright red is the favorite
ed by the Nebraska populists, who loss, and safety
it was concluded that the
for wear with linens ana musum.,
will
vigsilk have given natlce that they
cargo would have been quite safe if
the reds figure too among the
oppose the omvement for fu- the sodium had been properly packed
orously
and velvet girdles.
frock sion with the progressives. The state and stowed below deck.
A good looking little crepon
and convention of the Nebraska, populists
recently had its skirt, collar
a hasi already Indorsed the democratic
Good Prospects for Panama.
with
cuffs of white cotton crepe
national ticket.
an example of a
As
Its
and
cutaway,
fine stripe of red,
the Suez canal Is hard to
enterprise
cotton
tunic of plain white
beat. The company is restrained by
and
leather
red
of
its charter from making more than a
crepe with belt
,
certain percentage of profit, and one
soft cravat of red silk,
of the principal worries of the manTh cotton crepes, and marquisettes
and
agement Is to dispose of its surplus
are being much worn by girls,
cash. With the best will In the world
materials
some of the frocks in these
only so much can be spent In mainmavqu.
the
-- unsrpther
charming,
tenance and improvements
and remore
elabor,;
duced rates generally mean an Insette being prefered for
creased income.
frocks, although it ' is uson ioo
"
That Is what has happened now. By
Occasionally
models.
simple
for very
the
report read at the annual meeting
some
ouiuhas
a fine white crepon
held in Paris the other day it was
character.
it
that
gives
future
shown that the company's revenues
for in
One pretty little white crepon.
during the year which the report covaoove u. uen
ered aggregated $27,763,000, an instance, had embroidery
crease over the preceding year of
cllnrinf! tunic, and
$886,000, and so to meet the emerof cherries in
little separate clusters
gency thus presented another reduca girdle of
and
colors
natural
rteir
tion, of rates was ordered.
In this
but
valwt,
the
encircled
irr
Instance the advance was the more
,t.,.
col"f
gay
touch
r,,
notable because political troubles had
"u nth
toere
interfered with the Chinese trade.
Philadelphia Inquirer.
mto,i voiles are e'en bette'
I
the girls' frock
a favorite
three
decades
For
tbsn the crepons for
over
v..
Road Accidents In Great Britain.'
the, same
household medicine for COUGHS,
themA marked Increase in the number of
COLDS. CROUP, WHOOPING road
cashable qualities and lending
accidents is noted in the United
to applied
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD Kingdom. The total
selves rather more readily
rose
28,023
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take in 1909 to 35,210 in 1911, offrom
mmings and self tnmmi.j.
which mode- strireJ
?nnd
in
of
safe
dainty
cold.
a
at
first
sign
Quick,
tor vehicles caused 20,226. Statistics
, .
0 c
, ro ,J
a hairline sinpe i and reliable The Bee Hive on the for the London metropolitan area show
6!n .wtfi with
and some oitne carton is the mark of the genuine. that everyone hundred motor cabs
lnk or blue or cerise,
killed five times as many persons and
Refuse sustitutes.
attractive iro
O. G. Schaefer
used
Injured three times as many as every
clevarly
Jal have the stripe
cabs.
Me hundred horse-draw-n
Red. Cross Drug Co.
xuru
tor
and,
trimming
cream-color-s-

TH-RE-

LIVE TOPICS AOE

The rhinoceros and
propel himself.
swimhippopotamus are wonderful
mers and divers, while the Indian elephant crosses great rivers with heavy
loads. The elk and the reindeer are
first class swimmers. The elk keeps
his head shove water and crosses directly from bank to bank to avoid
turning. The reindeer, on the other
hand, turns as often as he likes, keeping his head only a little above the
Btirface. But of all swimmers of all
climes the best, though not the swiftest, is the polar bear, who passes halt
his time in the water swimming and
diving. His swimming power is noth- Ing short of miraculous if It be remembered that the water In the regIs Invariably cold
ions he
youthful air, and there are pretty pin and that frequents
cold is normally prohibitive
checks, too, though these do not make to good swimming. There are bears
so well as the stripes.
.
that can swim from forty to fifty kiloStriped gauze, chiffon, moussellna, metres without great effort. One of the swiftest swlming anietc., are successfully made up over
Is the squirrel. A sportsman on
mals
fasihion
with
In
girdle
white,
simple
of color, and are youthful and delect one occasion haying at hand a squirrel born in captivity, which had never
able for afternoon or Informal evening seen
water, wanted to see if it could
wear. Eponge of the cotton and lin swim, and took it with him in a row-boen varieties Is another material which
to the center of a lake. The
has won considerable favor and suits squirrel turned toward the bank, head
of all white eponge are worn by and paws above the writer, back and
underneath It, and began to swim
many young girls as substitutes for tail
so rapidly that it was with the greatevlinen. The material looks fresh
est difficulty that the man recovered
en longer' than the loose woven It when it neared the shallow water
crashes and the soft! remle linens.
near the land. It is said that even
Some fascinating afternoon frocks many nonaquatlc birds will swim like
in charmeuse are arranged with fair- ducks If an attempt be made to drown
them. Harper's Weekly.
ly full skirts, adorned with a trimming composed of two deep flounces
Mechlin lace. The MADE ALL THE DIFFERENCE
of cream-colorebodices are draped with fichu foMs
of the same fine dentelle, and, to Wife's Gentle and Refining Influence
Counted, Or Was the Gallant
complete the costumes, 'charming lit'
Colonel Afraid 7
are
taffetas
d
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FARMING CONGRESS IS
PECTED TO BE A PROFITABLE GATHERING.

EX-

New York, August 12The sensational disclosure in connection with
the Rosenthal murder do not reflect
particular credit upon the police
of New York City and It is

Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, Aug.
The topics for discussion at the
seventh International
congress,' to be neld at Lethbridge,
Alberta, October
next, as announced in the" official call. Just Issued, are varied, covering a wide
range of subjects.
The plans outlined la the call are
for a general congress session afternoon and evening of four days and
nine sectional conventions, to be held
In as many halls every morning of
the congress. The main convention
will be formally openedby Lieutenant
G.. H. V. Bulyea of! Alberta, as the
official representative of the crown,
and the response to his greetings to
all nations there represented will be
by Hon. James Wilson, secretary of
agriculture of the United 'States and
personal representative of President
Taft.
The congress will be addressed by
some 100 of the most learned men of
the world, including a ,half dozen of
the greatest agricultural educators, as
many railway magnates who are devoting their. lives to the building' up
of the great agricultural sections, in.
structors of agriculture in the lead'
experimentalists from
ing colleges,
the United States, Canada, Russia,
Turkey, South Africa, New South
America
and other
Wales, South
parts of the globe, and successful
practical dry land farmers.
The sectional conventions, which
will be among the most interesting
from the educational viewpoint;' will
discuss these subjects:
Soils, their diseases and treatment,
the building of soils, conservation of
fertility and moisture, tillage meth
ods, for all soils, climates and crops;
speolal uses of machinery and a comparison of machines and results.
Home breeding, of seeds, seed selec
tions, crops and cropping commercial
profits, forage and fertilization.
Establishment of windbreaks, protection for stock, beautification of the
farm home, fuel supply, etc.; what
has been accomplished in agricultural
forestry by governments for farmers
themselves' inmahy 'parts of the
world and methods of establishment
of shade and fruit trees under sub- 12.

21-2- 6

;

humid conditions.

inversinea tanning,
and every
phase of loss and gain In the production, breeding and maintenance of
livestock for power, transportation,
market, food and dairy supply.
Education of the boys and girls to
love, enjoy and profit by the farm,
with a view to formulating some con
crete plan to present to congresses,
parliaments, legislatures and political
powers, whereby intelligent and prac
tical laws may be uniformly adopted
looking to the establishment of voca
tional education In the public schools.
Scientific
business management,
how to stop leaks, drop money-losincrops,
crops, take on money-makinand utilize power, stock, feed and
help to the best and most profitable
advantage.
Scientific breeding and lnvestlgatino
bf drouth-resistaplants, and researches that have been productive
of increasing the yield and Improving
the crop.
Agriculture science both In college
and field, and the problems confronting the agricultural college and. experiment station workers In subhumld
districts or where drouth is frequent.
Home economics, rural home nursing, sanitation, domestic science,
g

not surprising that the citizens, or at
least the better classes, are thoroughIf any- -'
ly aroused by the scandal.
thing was needed completely to undermine public confidence in the police organisation ipt the city, the Rosenthal murder case has more than
supplied what was lacking. It had
been stated repeatedly by men: of
hlgh standing in the community that
the police organization of the city is
in league with the criminal elements,
giving them protection In return for
blackmail contributions; but the1 optimists, which always constitute a majority of the citizens were inclined
to believe that these grave accusations were groundless or at least largely exaggerated. The- statements
of some of the implicated witnessesRosenthal case, however, not only
confirm the accusations against the
police, but disclose a condition of almost unbelieveable corruption permeating the entire police organization.
Of coursje, that does not mean that
every member1 of the police force Is
corrupt and a grafter; but It may
efily be understood that the corrup
tion which unites the superior offi
cers with the criminal element must
necessarily tie the hands of the hon
est and conscientious policemen who
are trying to do their duty.
It appears from the disclosures of
certain witnesses in the Rosenthal
murder case that the gamblers and
keepers of disreputable resorts of
this city have annually paid from
$2,500,000 to, ?3,000,000 to the police
and certain high officials in league
with the corrupt police officials. If
that la true and there) Is other corroborative evidence to support these
statements the business of the gam
bllng houses and other places running
In New York City must be flourishing
and extremely profitable. The enorm
ous sum paid in blackmail for "pro
tection," It is reasonable to assume,
constitutes only a small percentage
of the
gains of the keepers
of these resort. These gains, which
probably equal, In the aggregate, a
sum ten times as, great, are derived
from the countleas victims who are
f leecd TT7ry yxasTn1 v the gambling
house.g and other low resorts of the
city. Considering the dishonest methods employed by the gambling and
other hells of New York City, Monte
-'

- In-th-

Carlo would seem, in comparison, an
institution of high moral character.
How desperate the criminal element
In this city is in this present crisis,
is demonstrated by the fact that within a few days after James Verella,
the proprietor of an Italian cafe, had
disclosed, the hiding place of "Dago
Frank" Ciroclsi, one, of the men implicated in the Rosenthal murder, he
was shot and killed by several Italians
out of revenge. The fate of Verella

is likely to have a deterring influ
ence upon the willingness of Important witnesses In the case.

New York to Koale Goldbeig, a Jew
a Russian Jew, .now an American citizen by naturalization, was married la
New oYrk to Rosia Goldberg, a Jew
ish. girl of the same nationality. A
short, time ago be applied to the supreme court for annulment of hia
marriage, basing his request upon a
singular claim, unprecedented in tha
annals of American courts. He claimed that. Rosie had. married him under
false pretenses and that at the time
of hia marriage he had not known that
Rode waa deaf and dumb. This claim
seems utterly absurd, yet there is reason to believe- that the man really
waB not aware of the physical defects of Rosie at the time he married
her. The marriage was aranged, according to his, statement, while he
waa still in Russia. He married the
girj immediately after his arrival la
New York and, as he had been
that the girl could not speak
Russian and he could not epeak English, he did not become aware of tha
afct that the girl waa deaf and dumb
until some time after they had been
married.
An
with
case
New

interesting history 1b connected
the final settlement of a will
by which the Zlon Society of
York fell heir to more than
from the estate of William
Nixon, who died In 1905 in the Adelaide hospital, Dublin, Ireland. Wall
engaged in the furnishing and clothing business at Beaver Falls, Pa., In
1897, William Nixon found his keenest competitors among the Jewish
merchants, but there were the kindliest relations between them. Tho
friendship went so far, that when Nixon became financially Involved these
competitors came to the rescue of bis
enterprise and enabled him to recoup
his fortune. Mindful of thf aid ha
had thus received, Nixonj before his
death, made a will leaving his entire
estate, with the exception of several
bequests to intimate friends and after
the payment of his debts and testamentary expenses to the Zlon Society
of New York City.

When the new school term begins
the board of education of this city
will be asked to, permit a trial of the
experiment of electrifying one pi the
school rooms in which a class ,of defective pupils is being te."" This
experiment has been tried In Stockholm, Sweden, under the direction' of
Svante Arrhenius, a noted physicist,
The
with remarkable euccess.
is produced by a series of
wires inmbedded in the walls of the
class room and through which, high
frequency currents are permitted to
pass. It Is planned to have two school
rooms, one electrified, the other not.
and both containing the same number
of pupils of practically the same de
At the end of a
gree of deficiency.
will be
certain period comparisons
made of the corresponding progress
made by the pupils In each room and
if the result should be favorable to
electrification, the experiment is to
be tried on a larger scale.
.

.

I
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For several Sundays the police all WESTERN CHESS TOURNAMENT.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 12.Some
over the city have made wholesale
arrests of men and boys who were of the foremost chess experts of the
found playing .baseball on the Sab- middle west have arrived at Lake
bath. The magistrate, however, de- Minnetonka to participate dn the ancided in every case that the mere nual meeting and tournament to be
nlaving of ball on Sunday oonstiutted held there this week by the Western
no violation of the Sunday law so long Chess association. The feature of
as no admission was charged to spec- the tournament will be the annual
tators. In several cases where pro competition for the association chamgrams were sold in the grounds, the pionship, which is now held by C.
mm selling the programs were ad Blake of Winnipeg.
judged guilty of violating the Sunday
laws and fined. The amateur base
ball players throughout the city are SCAN DAN AVI AN BROTHERHOOD
Aberdeen, Wash.,
Aug. 12. The
neighborhood highly elatjed over the attitude of the
devices,
Brotherhood
Scandanavlan
of Ameriis
that
it
but
expected
magistrates,
clubs, rural schools, rural churches,
straight-lavepeo- - ca began its annual convention in this
church
of
some
the
and
girls,
for
boys
entertainments
evwill rebel against these decisions and city today with an attendance of delegardening and poultry raising, and
will 'try to bring the matter before gates from various points in Oregon,
woman
the
ery problem confronting
Washington and British Columbia. '
some higher court.
on the farm.
All sessions will be open to all delegates who wish to bear the addresses,
and arrangements have been made for
the entertainment of the thousands
who will attend with music by the
If outside Influences were responsible for chronic ulcers, then exter
famous Cardston Choral society of nal
applications and simple cleanliness would be a curative treatment.
the
Lethbrldgge
150 trained voices,
But the trouble is always in the blood which has become unhealthy and
Highlander bagpipers, several famous diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually discharging-- Into it the
brass bands of the west, a frontier impurities and infectious matter with which the circulation 13 filled.
and Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may cause the place to scab over temporarily.
pyrotechnic drama one evening,
Dut the Diooa is not made purer by such treatment
the greatest exposition of
"N,
and soon the old inflammation anri Hisrharo-- will
North
on
collected
the
ever
products
return and the sore be as bad or worse thaa before.
American continent, which will be
Nor will removing the place by. surgical operation
two
"J insure a cure; the cause still remains in the blood
opened complete in' every detail
1 and
the sore is bound to return. S. S. S. heals old
days before the assembling of the
sores by going down into the blood and removing
I
congress,
the impurities and germs which are responsible for
Special railway rates, have been
the place. S. S. S. thoroughly purifies the circulamade by the leading railroads, and
tion and in this way destroys the source of every
connecting lines are daily announcing
chronic ulcer. In addition to Durifvinir the blood
lowest rates ever made, and this is S. S. S. enriches this vital fluid and in every way assists nature in overthe opportunity of a lifetime to visit coming the bad effects of a chronic ulcer. Book on Sores and Ulcera and
any medical advice free. "UE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA,
western Canada.
labo-

r-saving

d

ChromcUlcers Blean Bad Blood
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Tokio, Aug. 12. The official program for the funeral of Emperor
Mutsuhito,. who died on July SO, was
issued today. The services are to beEntered at the postoffice at East
gin at 6 o'clock a. m. September 13,
American ci- when Emperor Yosliihito and the em.A us'..; 12.
Wasington
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States mails ties, large and femall, promise to form press dowager will be present. At 7
one of the most important units rep- 'o'clock p. m. the elder statesmen, the
as second class matter.
resented by delegations at the Fif- peers of all the high officials and
SUBSCRIPTION
teenth InternationarCongresa on Hy- foreign representatives are to assemTERMS OF
Dally, by Carrier:
giene and Demography, which meets ble at the palace, from which the proSev cession will start at $ p. m. Emper0jj in Washington, September
Per Copy
decid- or Yosliihito will not Join the pro15
have
cities
already
Week
One
65 ed to
participate and other official cession, but will meet it on the Aoya-mOne Month
7.50 notifications of appointments of muCtna Voar
parade ground.
nicipal delegates are being received , Th,e line of the procession, which
Dally by Mail
here every day by the officers of the will be very long, is to be interspersOne Year
3.00 congress.
ed with musicians, torch bear9vg and
.
cit Months
while
Minneapolis. Minnesota is sending officials carrying emblems,
In
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
many priests also will participate.
the largest ;city delegation, ten
"'
GROWER
number. Chicago is sending six, and The coffin containing the bodv is to
New York. City four. The little tow be drawn by a team of oxen. The enrn Yfiar ...
1.00 of Wallace, Idaho, with-population tire route is to be lined by soldiers
Six Months
The of the regular army. Immediately afa
delegate.
is
of 3,500
sending
cities ter the arrival of the procession at
Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip complete' list so far of the
which have officially notified the oin- Aoyama the funeral service will betions)
'
be
will
gin and comprise the full and imposRemit by draft, check or money cers of the congress that they
'
Califoring Shinto ritual.
order. If Bent otherwise we will not represented, is as follows:
After the services the emperor will
nia, San Francisco, Long Beach and
be responsible for loss.
Grand iprobably read a tribute to the dead
Specimen copies free on applica- Paasdena; Colorado, Longmont,
'
Junction, Cripple Creek , and Love-- j monarch, and this will be followed by
tion.
land. Pennsylvania, Lancaster,, Johns another by the empress dowager who
AT
will be succeeded by the ministers of
DISCONTINUED
ALL PAPERS
town, South Bethlehem, Altoona,
Bur- state and others, the musicians meanTlMJH
Iowa,
and.'
OF
Reading!
EXPIRATION
THE
9
PAID FOR
lington, Council Bluffs, Creston, Des while continuing to play funeral airs.
:i
At the conclusion of this service
Moines, Dubuque, Garner, Glenwood,
Advertisers are guaranteed the Grinnelt, iHaHbari, Hampton, Iowa the imperial train Is to leave for Kito
Rock
but Emperor YoBhihlto and the emlargest daily and weekly circulation City, Maquoltota, Ottumwa,
Arkan"and' Waterloo.
press dowager will not travel by It.
of any newspaper in Northwestern
V,
New
The train is scheduled to arrive at
Connecticut,
Smith.
Fort
sas,
New Mexico.
9
Jack- 5:10 p. m. September 14, and a simiFlorida,
WaterUiryl
Haven
and
;)
TELEPHONES
sonville, Orlando,' Pensacola, St. Aug- lar procession to that arranged from
13
to the Aoyama parade
tMain 2 ustine and Tampa. Georgia, Augusta, the palace
BUSINESS OFFICE
.Main 9 and Athensf'ldaliornvan'ace.
Illinois, ground will follow. Various tributes
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Indiana, An- to the late emperor's memory will be
Chicago and Waukegan.
a.
derson and.'iiichniondi Kansas, Kan- read beside the tomb... Further serMONDAY, AUGUST 12, 1912.
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Ieavenworth, vices are to be held on September
sas City, Fort Scott,
C
THE COLONEL'S "CONSIS-- y Wichita and Topeka. Kentucky, Ash- 15, and these will conclude the cere
1
TENCV"
Louisiana, Jen- monies.
land and Louisville.
i
Mas.Wilson.
.,Mt,
nings.
Maryland,.
i
According to Representative Gar-MinMaldenl
Minnesota,
r.er of Massachusetts, Colonel Roese-yolt'- sachusetts,
Rochester. Mississippi, Jackneapolis,
SPRINKLER SPRINKLES OWN
"confessiop. of faith" la a tissue son.
Missouri Moberly, New Jersey,
PATH.
Inconsistencies. "He does not
Newark. New York, New York City,
The problem of laying the duBt
deon
clear
jnake himself
anything"
Rome, Mt
which arises from dirt or macadam
clared H GaMner. "He is not clear Hudson, Lackawanna,
Schenec-taudy- ,
Rochester,
roadways is one which those interestSyracuse,,
on Immigration, the tar'ff or anyTroy, North Tonawanda. Ohio, ed in municipal welfare still have
elseV
thing
Cinc!nnatL?South' Dakota, Lead. Ten- "under the microscope'' and though
Here la a state of things. Does Afi.
nessee, Nasltvillet
Virginia, Lynch- dry treatment with calcium chloride
Cni
(Gardner really e.'pect coni'stehtcy of
. aad tretituiei(L-wiil- l
and NWportfJf-eervv
burg
gas tarS and crude
Such a thing is
the Bull
leads
all
Iowa
At
the
ttaa
present
petroleum products are found to give
EM
,
lmpoisiiile, When it is remem
the other states of the Union in the excellent results, both are in the end
bered tliat the colonel bag been emit- number of cities which have named
more costly than the daily sprinkling
ting words at the rate of aboui 30,000
Sixteen Iowa cities with plain water. Thus it happened
rperesentatives.
a day for the past three months, it will participate.
that innovations in "sprinkling carts''
is clear that he has no time to study In an enthusiastic
letter, A.. L.
always are interesting to municipal
out mere details. He deals in lofty
city clerk of Rome, N. Y., In- engineers, especially if the innova
He gives his moral sup- forms Dr. John S.
, generalities!
Fulton, secretary- tion side is directed toward cutting
the Golden
port to the Decalogue,
general of the congress, that Mayor down expense,
or which really
Rule and certain carefully selected Townsehd will attend and
bring with amounts to the same thing in the
divine utterances and establishes an
'
him, as additional
delegates, the long run increasing the area which
entirely new system of political econ- health officer, city clerk and four al can be
sprinkled in a given time. The
omy between whiles. He has recon dermen. New York City is also to
said to be an excellent ma
sprinkler,
structed the moral thought of the have 'one of the most extensive ex
chine, was designed for that purpose
most
natural
of
revised
the
universe,
hlbits at the accompanying exhibition by the International Motor company.
laws, upset human nature, collated on health. ' ";;
It was built for the street cleaning
the wisdom of the ancient and modern In naming1: three., delegates to repof St. Louis, but last week
department
world and set the earth off at a new resent Waukegan, 111., Mayor J. F.
was tried out in New York prior to
cosmos
tangent. While the renovated
Bidinger, writes, "I, like you, realize shipment.
Is being readjusted to- - square with the
'
Importance 'of this gathering, and
The
apparatus is mount
the colonel's program, why talk of what It means to hla country and the ed on sprinkling
f
a six and
ton, Saurer
consistency
rare oportunity we have of holding a chassis of standard construction. The
Had he received the nomination convention of this nature in the, Unif
riveted tank, which is four and
from the republican convention last ted Slates."
in
feet
a
and
has
capacdiameter
June, T. R. would have run for the The governors of the states are
ity of 1,400 gallons is mounted on a
presidency on almost any kind of plat transmitting to the i mayors of cities cradle and
"guyed" with cross stays
"form offered him. Since he was re- in their several states
the Invitation provided with turn buckles so that
convention,
jected by the republican
of President Taft to participate in the
shifting is impossible. The most novel
faca to
he found himself-suddenlcongress.
features of the device, however, are
a
of
forming
face with the necessity
the mayors are designating the double acting force pump, which,
Usually
new party because the old was so the city health officers as delegates,
driven by the motor, forces the water
thoroughly bad, and for formulating though in some . instances the r chief
the nozzles, and the location
through
an entirely novel and sensational plat- city officials are themselves planning of the nozzles
themselves, about a
all
form' that should be different from
to attend.
foot in advance and on either side of
this
month
one
short
In
rest.
the
the motor hood. This location was
was accomplished. Naturally even
ORGANIZE TO FIGHT MURPHY
so that the truck itself would
'the great colonel could not give very Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 12. iA move- adopted
cause the very evil it is designed
not
much time to details. He painted ment to rescue the, democratic party
to cure; the forward position of the
"'My policies" across the sky in vivid in New York state from tlieNlomlna-tiospraying apparatus wets down the
colora and thought in millenniums.
of Charles F. Murphy, the Tam- street in advance of the wheels, so a
mere
of
He scorned the (petty ways
many leader, was launched here to- cloud of dust Is not raised as a pre
men and created, a miracle of perfect- day at a conference of a number of
liminary to the
ed government befor breakfast. As representative leaders of the party? Inare
made
Thenozzles
adjustable
long as he said that his scheme was cluding sveral members of the state
wide limits bo that the quanintended to restore "social justice" by committee. The especial object of the between
of water thrown out and the dis
what right has a congressman from movement is to prevent the Tammany tity
to which it is thrown can be
tance
Massachusetts to ask how? jo long Hall leader from dictating the actions
by the driver to suit condregulated
nnlverfor
colonel's
hasty plan
as the
of the coming state convention.
It itions. Obviously
with a .pump main,
say regeneration is intended to give is hoped to accomplish this by makconstant
a
pressure, the wat
tainingi
eliminate
his
man
"rights,"
very
ing the fight, In every county to send er can be
sprinkled over a much widwant and crime, creato a balance so delegates to, the, convention who are
of roadway than would be
er
stretch
nor
riches
neither
be
that there shall
opposed to Murphy.
possible were the water permitted to
man
bread
and
every
give
poverty
flow out by gravity, and the area
without working for it, who shall dare
constant
venture a question as to the manner ODD FELLOWS AT YARMOUTH. sprinkled can be maintained,
out
tank.
the
N.
of
12.
last
the
S.,
until
Yarmouth,
'Aug.
Repredrop'Is
done?
of the miracles to be
of the Independent Order where as with the gravity feed, the
sentatives
waters
the
commands
colonel
If the
Mart-timarea naturally diminishes with a Iobs
to recede, the sun to stand still and of Odd Fellows throughout the
as- of head in the tank.
Newfoundland
and
in
a
provinces
back
rolled
be
to
the heavens
sembled In Yarmouth today for their
It is claimed that a roadway from
iicroll, he who raises eyes of doubt
' session.
The
70 to 80 feet wide can be sprinkled
annual
as
lodge
outer
darkness
grand
into
cast
shall be
a Tinmelpss
"reactionary" if not a gathering will continue four days and at one operation, and at the rate of
Even th,e planets wobble will include the annual sessions of well over 10 miles an hour which natpickpocket.
urally is quite beyond the scope of
tn their eternal precession. So why the Patriarchs Militant and the
the
colonel?
sprinkler.
the
of
expect consistency
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Denver, Colo., Aug. 12. Taking of
testimony was begun here today before Special Commissioner Wilson B.
Brice In the government's suit recently Instituted in New York to dissolve
the
"Sugar Trust" under the
t
Sherman
law. Two witnesses were examined up to noon, the
questions of the government's attorneys being designed to show what, if
any, efforts were made by either the
American Sugar and Refining com
pany, or any of its subsidiaries, to
gain control of independent sugar
plants in Colorado, or whether any
obstacles had been placed in the way
of independent companies
success
fully carrying on business.
G. H. Keyes of Denver, who operated a small beet sugar factory at

The recently appointed board of
trustees of the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane met late this afternoon in adjourned monthly session.
Besides the regular routine business,
the election of officers of the board
and It was
was on the program,
the matter
not
that
unlikely
thought
of whether or not Dr. H. M. Smith,
superintendent in charge, and Steward George Ward should be retained
would be taken up.
Lieutenant Governor E. C, de Baca,
who was elected president of the
board at the last regular meeting,
this morning was unable to prophesy
what the action of the board on the
matter of superintendent and steward would be, as this will take careful
consideration, and the decision may

from 1904 to 1907,
testified as to how he was forced to
shut down his .plant through a series
of strange accidents, including the
pouring of molasses into Ills his, boil
ers and the placing of crowbars In
the machinery of hia elevators. He
also testified that a number of his
superintendent had left during the
height of hia sugar campaigns, one
superintendent offering to reimburse
him after admitting that he had se
cured a better position with a rival
concern mainly through his having
entered Mr. Keyes' employ.
Piatt Rogers, general counsel and

There are several applicants for
both of these positions, Dr. W. P.
MillB of this city, and Dr. McNeal of
the southern part of the state being
prominent among the candidates for
the superintendence. Both Dr. Smith
and Mr. Ward have held their positions with the aBylum many years,
and having proven themselves competent men, there is much room for
doubt as to whether the state Institution would be benefited by any
change that might be made, according
to public opinion.

anti-trus-

Brighton,

Colo.,

-

a director for the sugar plant at Holly, Colo., testified that in direct overtures had been made to his company
by the American Beet Sugar company
to sell out, but nothing ever came of
the alleged negotiations.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Aug. 12. Brilliant pros
pects held out by last week's crop report were the basis of a rise in stocks.
Trading, was active and broad but
market leaders were not prominent.
Canadians added" to the recent gains,
Canadian Pacific advanced to

record price, and the Southern roads

were decidedly strong.
'
Relative backwardness
in Harri- mans partly was attributed to pending
Panama canal legislation. Apart from
General, Chemical, which
rose ten
points, specialties, including the Canadians, Smelting, Coldrado Fuel and
American Tobacco, rose one to almost
four points.
Bonds were irregular. Harrimans
and Amalgamated rose after midday
but coalers eased off with some realizing in the southern issues. Further
strength was shown by the Coppers
In the late dealings, which were otherwise featureless except for some decreases in the specialties and increased dullness.
The market closed irregular. In
the final dealings prices fell back,
the weakness of Reading causing recessions In Lehigh Valley, Great
Northern, Canadian Pacific, Southern
Railway and Erie.
The closing sales for the day were:
83
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar . ... . ..128
Atchison .
.......109

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading!

.

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd.

142
113
131

,....172
.....113

173

72
112

dust-layin-

e

horse-draw-

n

..

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, Aug. 12. Cattle, receipts 17,000, including 3,000 southerns. Market steady to weak. Native
steers ?6.5010.10; southern steers
$4.807.50; southern cows and heifers
$3.505.50; native cows and heifers
stackers and feeders
$3.259.00;
$4.50T.6O; bulls $3.755.50; calves
f5.008.0();!'we8ter"h steers $5.'50f'
9.20; western' cows!r$S.506.50.' '
Hoga, receipt's ' 4,o00; 'taarket 10
cents higher. Bulk 'or'salerTO
'
;
8.35; fea vy '$$,. 0 8.25; ' packers and
butdhera
.40; light
Sheep,

$8.15
.208.40;' ligb
i8.158.40; pigs ?6.0!lgi7.n.

Ma-k- et
receipts J.0,000.
10
to
Muttons
cents
lower.
steady
$3.504.40; lambs S6 50.&7..W; range
wethers and yearlings ?':.50S5.00:
range ewes $2.504.O0.

DELTA DELTA DELTA SORORITY
Columbus, O., Aug .12. Young women delegates representing colleges
in almost every state of the Union
are In Columbus to attend the tenth
annual convention of the Delta Delta
Delta sorority. Business sessions of
the convention will be held daily
throughout the week and will be interspersed' with numerous features of

entertainment.

.
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Federals Take Rebel City
San Juan del Sur, Aug. 12. It is reported here that Nandalme, about 35
miles south of Managua, was occupied
yesterday by the government troops
who left Rivas on Friday to attack
General Mena's revolutionary
force
there.

OUTLAWS IN HIDING
Evanston, Wyo., Aug. 12. Sheriff
Ward and posse have returned from
the trail for horses and more men and
report - that Burt "Burt" Dalton,
who with four other men broke Jail
here a few days ago, undoubtedly
was joined by the Whitney brothers,
Hugh and Charles, and all three are
probably now hidden in the notorious
Robbers'
Roost outlaw rendezvous
in the Brown's park country in northwestern Colorado, Sheriff Ward will
probably be joined in a few days by
posses from Utah and Colorado, when
the combined force will continue their
hunt for the lair of the outlaws.
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BLUEJACKETS TO NICARAGUA
Washington, Aug. 12. For the protection of American interests In Nicaragua, 350 marines left Panama today for Corinto aboard the collier
Justin. They will supplement the
bluejackets from the gunboat Anna-pollwho are on guard at Managua,

the capital.
Despite the armistice, the Nicai
aguan insurgents began the bombardment of the capital at noon today.
The firing continued all afternoon,
shrapnel shells bursting with occasional machine gun firing on the llnes
Several women and children were
wounded by bullets from the bursting
shells and many persona have fled
from the city. The guns on Loma
Hill, the fortress of the city, are re-plying to the fire of the revolution
aries,
A proclamation has been issued by
the government warning the people
to leave the town. The revolutionaries attacked the penitentiary and
also the fortress at 5 o'clock this
morning,, but by 8 o'clock had been
repulsed.
They then attacked the
government troops covering the east
side of the city and again were reThe Nicaragua government
pulsed.
is said to be depending on the support of the United States. ,
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ROBBERS HOLD UP CAR
Chicago, Aug. 12. A street holdun

and the robbing of passengers 'on a
crowded street car netted
bant'i
more, than $2,000 today. Four rob
bers boarded a Western avenue car
covered , the passengers with revolv
ers andescaped after taking $31 and
a watch from the conductor,
Several passengers, among whom
were. women, were forced to give up.
their jewelry. A. C. Thumm, owner
of a chain of cigar stores,, was choked
Into unconsciousness and robbed of
$1,500 and Jewelry valued at $500
by
the three men on the North side. The
robbers escaped.
A writer of "best sellers" who has.
a cottage "down In Maine" once asked the man who served him with
fresh vegetables how much stock he
'
kept on his farm.
"Six cows and a bull," said the pro-

duce vender, "two yokes of oxen, a
calf, a borae1 and three shares of
Central."
Ver-mo-
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Heal! of Albuquerque," rep-

resenting the Underwood Typewriter

PERSONALS

company,
uusmesB.

waa In Las Vegas today on
'

ran to fsjHt

f
OLGAST-fllVE- R

grocery salesman of
Albuquerque, was In Las Vegas yesterday. Mr. RandalU formerly was LAS VEGAS
BOY WILL
BATTLE
of Las Vegas.
TOUGH PROPOSITION AT
Mrs. E. B. Shaw and
daughter, Miss
ALBUQUERQUE..
,

Marjorle,, left yesterday morning on
the California Limited for the Pacific
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 12.
Coast, where they. will spend several Louis
Newman, the Denver lightweight
;
'"
months.'
on a week's trip to Denver.
and one of the classiest boxers ever
W. L. Crockett, who came to Las to
Mr. and Mrs. George II. Hunker and
appear before an Albuquerque audiMr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris spent yes- Vegas last Thursday from Denver to ence, Is to box
the Congo Kid, col,
terday at the "ilelnlen ranch on the attend the funeral of bis
ored lightweight
of the
champion
the late T. W. Garrard, left this world, in the
Sapclla.
main event of a stellar
afternoon
for
Colorado.
F. G. Fogg of Fueblo, representacard to be staged .at Elks' theater
Miss Mildred Tetsoh, Miss
tive of the Wales Adding Machine
Mary next Friday night under the auspices
company, was In Lag Vegas today on Harris, Miss Louise; Beck, Relf Win-g- of the New Mexico Athletic club.
and William
"business.
The club, after endeavoring to
Springer returned
Mrs. Murray Carleton.of Watrous this morning from El Porvenlr where match Yoakum and
Winters, Chavez
and Mrs. George Kettle of Chicago they had been for several days.
and Burns, Yoakum' and the Congo
Gerald "Williams was arrested Sat- Kid and "Lefty"
re In Las Vegas from the Carleton
Floyd and the Congo,
j urday night by Officer Terry McGov-ei'- n all of which
ranch near Watrous. ";.; ;
attempts failed for some
on the charge of drunkenness, and reason or
John W. Condon, "expert bean cult!-- !
other, last night succeeded
vator of the Roclada Ranch, company, this morning, when arraigned before in matching Newman and the Congo
waa In Las Vegas yetflvday, return.. Tudg D. R. Murray, was fined V and Kid, the Denver boy accepting the
5
costs.'
offer of a bout here with the dusky
lng home this afternoon.
Mrs.
W.
J. Mills has issue! Imita boxer. Newman will leave Denver
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Emenaker and
daughter, Margaret, returned yes-da-y tion for a luncheon to be given Wed- today, arriving nere tomorrow night
on Santa Fe train No. d. Hei will be
from Roclada, where they had nesday ia "honor of Mrs. Stephen
Davis, who is in Las Vegas with Mr. gin training as soon as he arrives.
been for the past week.
Local fans no doubt will be great 'y
Bernard Castler returned yesterday Davis, the guests of their son, S. B.
pleased to know Newman is to ap
from a two months' trip to the states Davis, Jr.
Mrs" J. C. Rex and"
around the Great Lakes. Mr. Castler
daughter, Gen pear in the main event with the Conla employed In the Santa Fe telegraph eva, of Albuquerque are in Las Vegas go Kid on the 16th. The Denver boy
for a visit 6f several weeks. Mrs. Rex has been endeavoring to get a return
office.
.
Miss Vivian Hedgcock, daughter of and her daughter, who formerly re- bout here with Stanley Yoakum ever
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, left last sided In Las Vegas, are guests at the since his recent defeat by Yoakum,
believing that in a third meeting he
night for Indianapolis, Ind., where she home of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Smith.
John A. Roach, assistant Santa Fe' could turn the tables on the former
weeks vllstlng
will spend several
civil engineer with headquarters m Dallas boy in the short space of six
friends and relatives.
Mrs. Ned Lawton of Washington, Amarlllo, Texas, was in Las Vegas rounds. However, since Yoakum has
who has been visiting at the home of over Sunday visiting his wife and queered himself locally by sidestepMrs. E. S. Coddington, left yesterday daughters who are guests at the home ping a match with the Congo, the fact
that Newman has stepped in and acfor Korea, where her busband Is in of Mr. and Mrs. Secundino Romero.
G. A. Richardson of Roswell, who cepted the bout, is
service.
proof of the
the government
was recently appointed by Governor
for Newman is
Miss
Schomberg,
jgameness,
.'oseph Danziger,
I ts. Simon Hoffman, Mrs. Charles William C. McDonald as a member tacking a fighter who many believe is
of the board of trustees of the New classier and a better performer than
Danziger and Mrs. Maur!c Danziger
Mexico Hospital for the Insane, ar- is Yoakum. At any rate, Newman is
left this morning in the Danaiger lourrived today from his home to attend a likeable chap who boxes because
ing car for Santa Fe.
the' board.
he likes it and who is not only, very
Pat Walsh of Topeka, Kan., general a session of
Misa
of
Beck
Louise
Ind.,
with the gloves, but also the
Goshen,
clever
baggage agent of the Santa Fe road,
Las Vegas for the possessor of a wicked punch in eithwas In Las Vegas yesterday stopping who has been in
several weeks visiting hor uncle, er hand, to which assertion Yoakum
off en route from the east to El Paso. past
W.
E.
Gortner, will leave tomorrow will testify.,
of
a
Inspection.
Mr. Walsh was on
trip
on the California Limited for
When the matter of meeting NewSheriff Patricio Sanchez of Mora morning
Los Angeles.s where she will visit at man was broached to the Congo Kid
county wa3 In Las Vegas today stopthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. he readily accepted. "Yes, I'll meet
route
from
en
Albuquerque,
off
ping
Gortner.
Newman," he said, "and beat him too.
where he had been in attendance at
I know he has a record and is some
.of
the
state,
a meeting of the sehriffs
'
or
Royal boxer,' but I am in better, shape than
The Meadow City camp
to his home in Mora,
I ever was and should win from him.
monthin
meet
will
combin
regular
Neighbors
The
I
have been doing light training for
nation of automobile tourists have ly session Friday night, August 17,
a
hall
World
week, but beginning today will start
of
Woodmen
the
in
the
notified their parents that they drove
hard
training. It will be a regular
street.
on
Sixth
to
Fe
Albuquer
Saturday from Santa,
routine
frony hdw on; Road work in
que. The boyg are making a trip In
and gymnasium work in
the
morning
state.
finished
the
of
southern
the
Rosenwald
has
the
Gilbert
part
Including boxing with
afternoon,
the
Poise Brash, Arthur Ilfeld and Les- furnishing of his apartments In the
the
in
light and weltertoo
Rio
avenue
on
and
on
ter Ilfeld spent Sunday
Douglas
O'Byrne flats
I
ll
show my friends
division.
de la Casa where they went Saturday. he and Mrs. Rosenwald expect to move weight
when I said I
wasn't
I
that
bragging
a
They returned last night with gool in within a .few days.
Yoakum."
could
beat
supply of fish and a happy memory
With Newman, and the Congo Kid
of a good time lh the woods.
Visitors to the Mora valley report appearing in the main event, Barber
E. T. Plowman, acting superintend the crops In that locality to be in
Robinson and Kid Stern in a
ent of the western division of the splendid condition.
Indications are
and the Cheyenne Kid
Harvey system, returned last night that the yield this year will break all and
curin a
Duntis
Young
from a trip to Albuquerque, San Mar-cia- l records. Crops on the mesa also are
tain raiser, the New Mexico A. C. is
and cities In the southern part looking good. Beana are high and
putting on a card that will be highof the state.
wheat and oats have been cut in many class as iiBual and one in which the
Rev. T. S. Slocura of Dubuque, al.. places. One or two timely rains will
fans will be given a run for .their
was in Las Vegas today the guest of put the farmers in that locality on
money.
Z. W. Montague. Mr. Slocum spoke
Easy street next winter.
The fans will breathe a sigh of relast night at the First Baptist church.
lief no doubt to learn that at last the
He is on his way to the Philippines,
Pedro Candelarlo this morning fil card for the 16th has been agreed on
China, Japan and India to study mis
ed 'in the court , of Justice Pablo Vigil and all that now remains is for the
"
sionary conditions.
on
the West side charges against fighters to get in shape for their ap
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Powers and
Dlonlcio Padilla. Candelarlo declares pearance on next Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwlg W. Ilfeld drove
Padilla, assaulted him with a weapon
yesterday to Mora In the Powers au and also with words. He says the
MISSOURI VALLEY TENNIS.
At Mora they tool? a cartomobile.
him would not
called
Padilla
Kansas
names
City, Mo., Aug. 12. The an
riage and drove out to the camp of look well in print. A warrant for nual tournament for the lawn tennis
the Las Vegas troop of the Boy Padilla's arrest was issued and he
championship of the. Missouri valley
t
nn fhe Rio de la Casa, The
will have a hearing soon. began on the courts of the Kansas
doubtless
aartv found the boys Pll in good
City Athletic club today and will conJealth and having an en'ayoble time,
the greater part of the
D. Hunt, of Leavenworth, Kansas, tinue through
i'he camp will tweak Thursday, the
list assures some
weeki
The
entry
the employ of the Rosen
beys marching to Mora where they has entered
including as It
keen
competitions,
the
filling
Furniture
company,
v ill spend the night. They will march thal
the new cen
Drummond
does
,
Jones,
C.
all day Friday and expect t1? reach position formerly held by
and a number
states
champion,
tral
to
moved
Day
who recently
home. Friday evening.
of high stand
where he Is employed as Im ot other tennis experts
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lewis, accom ton, O.,
ing.
Pa
TJanadian
agent for the
panied by their two sons, left yester migration
clfio railroad. Mr! Hunt, who came to
where
they
Okla.,
for
Anadarko,
day
an
PHILIPPINE VETERANS MEET.
who has Las Vegas only a few days ago, is
Mr. Lewis,
will rfKW.
been
Lincoln,
Neb.,, Aug. 12. Veterans
having
een a resident of Las Vegas for the experienced salesman,
from
furni
of
the
campaign
and
Philippine
hardware
the
in
employed
past 20 years, will be associated with
are
attendance
upon
in
states
ten
many
years
for the past
Nathan & De Ford as one of the pro ture business
the thirteenth annual reunion of their
store.
Fair
the
department
of
prietors
national
organization, which openel
,
RACING IN MEXICO
Mr. Lewis will have charge of the
The reunion will last
here
today..
W.
W.
12.
Finn,
Mr.
Vancouver, Aug.
clothing department of the store.
and Wednesday. In adover
Tuesday
Minoru
the
of
owners
acting superintendent
Lewis, who was one of the
for Mexica dition to the regular business session
of the Hub clothing store, was one race course, left yesterday
of rep- there will be a parade, a sham battle,
number
a
enwith
Ciyt to confer
of Las Vegas' most popular and
of social enmen of that city on the and numerous features '
terprising business men, and it Is to resentative
tertainment.
a
pretenpossibility of establishing
be regretted that he moved to
tious winter race course.
:

father-in-law-

'
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Den-venita-

Hoskins-Winters-Ster-

semi-windu-

McCIa-nahan-

'

Toasties served for supper, almost every night,
How "The Memory Lingers," dreams are always bright.
Wake up in the morning feeling fine and gay,
Breakfast on Post Toasties, happy all the day.
...

frwf'i
t

Iff LAS

Tuesday evening of this week the
Isis theater will have as a special pic
fight, which
ture the Wolgast-River- s
created such a scandal in Los Angeles on July i over the decision of the
referee. This battle, which has become famous in the annals of Amerireprocan pugilism, is wonderfully
duced and the films are said to be the
best of their kind ever manufactured.
Three, reels of the film are required,
in all 3,000 feet. The pictures ehow
all the interesting details of the ring
event with a perfect reproduction of
what is called the "double knockout".
It waa the decision of the referee In
favor of Wolgast on this incident
that has aroused indignation in a large
part of the sporting world. There
will be no other pictures with this
program, as the fight pictures alone
will consume the time. But it will be
one event no. one interested in the
fighting game,' for whatever reason,
will want to miss.

C--. E- FKAMSTER,
Wapplotr St., FranMort. Ky.

MBS.

One ot the 50 Jingles for which the Postutn Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich., paid $1000.00 in June.

RATES
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World's Lightweight Championship BoxinjJ Contest

HO WING the Famous Double Knockout in
in the 13th., Round. The First Time in the

AT HARVEY'S

e

Where
History of the Manly Art of
Both Men Are Downed at the Same Time.
REFERE&hlGHT? '
Self-Defens- e

TYKUS COBB STABBED
RUFFIANS

PLAYER'S
BASEBALL
FAMOUS
AGILITY SAVES HIM FROM
INJURY

Nothing to Offend For ladies and Children
as Well as For Gentlemen. 7 -

12.

"Ty"
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug.
Cobb, waa attacked and stabbed in
the back by three unidentified men in
Detroit today while on his way to the
train which waa to bring him and the
team for an exlhibltion game this
Cobb's agility saved Mm
afternoon.
from possible death. His injuries

are slight

u

r3

614 Lincoln avenue.

Tlffi

ymr't'fh yX

A

M

U

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.'

BY

j

,

Douglas A."vo.
biixu Li'dyCiy ud3

FAMOUS BATTLE OF JULY WILL
BE REPRODUCED AT THE
ISIS THEATER

SPECIAL

i

ip

VEGA

-

driving his automobile
to the station, accompanied by his
wife, when three' assailants appeared
from behind a wooden building and
ordered the car to stop. The men
were partly Intoxicated and when the
machine came to a stop Cobb jumped
out and began to arguo with the men.
The trio then demanded money and
made a lunge at Cobb. Cobb attacked
the men and then began a general
fight. One man was knocked down
with a blow on the chin, another ran
while the third grabbed Cobb around
the neck. While the pair were struggling the thug pulled a knife and infjicted a wound in Cobb's back. Cobb
finaly shook off the assailant ana regained his car. Cobb was treated
here on the arrival of the Detroit
team. Cobb tried to kep the matter
quiet and would not discuss it.
Cobb was

Detroit Knows Nothing About It
Detroit, Aug. 12. The management
of the Dertoit American league base-foateam said nothing had been
heard in Detroit regarding the stab
bing of Cobb until the news came from
Syracuse, fho police had heard no
thing of the reported attack.

ll

LAWN BOWLING TOURNEY.
Toronto, Ont, Aug. 12. The annual tournament of the Dominion
association opened
Lawn Bowling
here today with the largest and most
representative entry list in the history of the association's championship
events. Montreal, Ottawa,. Hamilton
and other cities have sent numerous
rinks. Visiting teams from Buffalo

and several other cities (p,oross the
border are here and western. Canada
Is represented for, the first time.

V

;

why it- pawmtb buy

1

Because the advertiser has done something: to inspire confidence:
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
net,, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
'

:
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at take
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which?
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to ( make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality:
You are justified in being suspictouB of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

tl

.

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

TEXAS REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 12. The republican state executive committee
met here today and completed ail arrangements for the Texas republican convention, which Is to assemble
in the Majestic theater tomorrow to

nominate a state ticket. State

Chair-

man Cecil A, Lyon and others who
GOLF TOURNAMENT.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 12 More are active in promoting the conventhan two hundred golf experts repre tion are adherents of the Roosevelt
Miss- movement.
senting the states between the
mountains
the
and
Rocky
issippi river
are entered in the annual tournament DISCUSS RAILWAY GARDENING.
Golf associaRoanoke, Va., Aug. 12. Duties of
of the
a
the
at
was
the
which
opened
railway gardener and kindred toption,
club today with the first half ics will be discussed a.t the annual
of the nlay for the qualifying round meeting of the Railway Gardening
Play will con Association of America, which will
for the championship.
entire
week, end- begin a three days' session here tothe
tinue through
theN leading railing on Saturday with the finals in the morrow.' Many of
consola
and
the
United
States and Canthe
roads
of
match
Championship
ada will be represented'.
tion flight.
Trans-Mississip-

erw

001'

FILMS TO

,

Written by

--

1

R.

Louis Rosenbeck of Albuquerque was
In Laa Vegas today on business,
of Pueblo, a well
H. 0. Snyder,
known Insurance man, la la Las Vegas on business.
Mlsa Frances Maestas and Miss
Adela Armljo left yesterday afternoon

-----

'SEEKS IMPORTANT PAPER
N. M, Aug. 12.
Albuquerque,
Commsisioned by the governor of New
Mexico directly, and the war department Indirectly, to discover, if possible, the precise etatus of the boundary line between New Mexico and
Old Mexico in 1850, Amado Chaves, of
Albuquerque, is now in Old Mexico,
gathering, evidence which will be used by the United States in diplomatic negotiations. Mr. Chaves has
been asked to obtain from old time
citizens of Mexico their Idea aa to
where the bed of the Rio Grande was
located, at the time of the treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo, entered into between the Unitjeti States and Mexico
In 1848. Official records and
documents will also be consulted by Mr. Chaves in an effort to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. The
United States is anxioua to determine
just where the original boundary Un
between New Mexico and Mexico
stood In 1859 for the purpose of as- -

Slates troops stationed along the New
Mexico border may be on Mexican
soli, and Mexican troops, under tha
Impression that they are on Mexican
soil, may be on the United iStates soil.
Mr.' Chaves Is perhaps the one man In
the United States more competent
than any other to energetically undertake and successfully accomplish the
difficult mission on which he ia now
engaged. He has been in Mexico for
trality laws. At the present, time the last week and is expected home
neither the United States government, within tha next ten days.
the Mexican federals or Mexican rebels, know whether or not they are obJ. H, Minima has entered tha emserving the neutrality laws. United ploy of the Hub Clothing house.
semi-offici-

AUGUST 12, 1912.
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10
spotted, white face, white feet,
Estray Advertisement
.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It years.
Branded
may concern that the following def""
L.JI
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
S. L. Usher, El Porventr, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One red cow 2
years, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
spotted red and white.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Branded
N P P 10 days after last appearance of this
On left ribs
advertisement, eaid ,efetray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
before Aug. 26, 1912, Bald date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Cor. Grandjand Douglas Ave,
sold
will
be
6,
ald
last
let
pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
pub. Aug.
estray
advertisement,
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD. '
may concern that the following de- Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 191?. scribed estray animal was taken up by
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
Anlcito Mestos de Montoya, Santa
M'BIEHL, Propietor
N. M.
v
Cruz,
Estray Advertisement
One red female horse, 3
416 Grand Ave
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
years, 600 lbs.
may concern that the following dePhone Main 447
Branded
fT
scribed estray animal was taken up by
tuA
On left hip y:
Station
M.
Win. K. Jones, Gallup, N.
Battery Charging
Said animal being unknown to this
and
mare
colt,
One
black
Automobiles for Hire
unless claimed by owner on or
900 lbs., 14 years, right hip knocked Board,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
down.
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
said stray will be sold
advertisement,
On left hip
this Board for the benefit of the
by
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
1st
6,
tpub. Aug. 16, 1912.
last
Aug.
pub.
Carriage Manufacturer,
advertisement, said estray will be sold
General Blacksmithing,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
owner
when found. '
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Carriage Painting
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deeavy
DEALER
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Manuel Vigil, Santa Cn:; N. M.
Hardware and
One Mexican
pony, 300
Wagon Material
Estray Advertisement
lbs., 4 or 5 years.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Branded
may concern that the following de
Qn left shoulder
scribed estray animal was taken up by Said animal being unknown to this
P. MACKEL Anlcito Mestas de Montoya, Santa
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Cruz, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
One red with white face 10
days after last appearance of this
and Glazing.
mare, 4 years, SOO lbs.
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
11
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
Town
Old
.
.
.
.
Plaza
Sld
West
On left shoulder
owner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD, 1
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

Business,,

Directory

To-wl- t:

'

advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last, pub. Aug. 18, 1912.
'

'

r

GhtlTRALUQT EL

To-wl- t:

'

To-wi- t:

PS

A. II. Lorenzcn

.

IN-H-

To-wi- t:

'

TOE

iTHEIiOP TI cl

istray Advertisement

Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
One brown horse, 15 years,
'.
S00 lbs.
To-wi- t:

ri.

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of thla
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

LJ

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

I
1

CHAPMAN LO0QE

CO L U Mf

NO t, A.
v. ftoguisr

A.

A

F.

,

NO.
1,
DORADO
LODGE
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
.
'every Monday ar
r ,y ., v x nlnir In fVatla Hull
.J
Y.! Visiting Knights ara
lnrite4
cordially
tiChas E. Liebee

EL

com-

munication first and
V third Thuwdy in mat
month. Visiting broth- S,
v
.g
rdiaiiy invited
R. Murray.
' N. O. Harman. W. U.;
Secretary.
--

.

"

,

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TI8EMENT8

ADVER--

Five centa per line each Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COM MAN DER Y, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TtMPLAR Raj- No ad to occupy leas spaca than two
"'"'ular ooaclATa MXai T Ma- line. All advertla men. nhmmAA
dar In each montii at
will be1 booked at apace
actually aet, sonio Temple avt 7:80 p. m. C D.
witnout regard fo number of words.
Taiasse. ReCha
Boucher. 8.
Cash In advance preferred.
-

C;

corder.

,

Inlor.

0

V'

B.

Chancellor

Commander.
Harry
A
Martin, Keeper
Keoorda and Seal

P. O. ELKS Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. U. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially , invited. P.
,

D. McElroy,

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Dan McSherry, Dwyer, N. M,
One red ball face bull, 3
4
feet high.
old,
years

CAFE

AND

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

l

i

LOOBV

Exalted

Ruler.

f.

D.

Condon, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
eonvocv
ARCH MASONS--ffiUgtlATTORNEYS
Uo first Uoad&y In each
at Majtonio Tnv
HUNKER A HUNKER
m. M. E.
pl M T:f
Geo. H. Hunker
Chewfer A Hur
O.
T.
H.
WUaama,
P.;
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary.
New Mexi
Las Vegaa.

Miii

To-wl- t:

III

T
Branded
r
, X
On! left shoulder
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN f.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 1,0. E.
Said animal being unknown to this
--4ast first aad tiird
on
or
owner
LOCAL T11IE CAEO
Fridays In
Board, unless claimed by
Masomls Tasfsla. Mrs. T. B. Bowan,
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Worthy Kstpoa; tanas O. Entladge
10 days after last appearance of this
EAST SOUND
Worthy Pttroa; Mrs. Gaorg Trtps,
advertisement, said estray will be sold WANTED A
Bar
Arrive
girl for general house- - Saeratary. Fbom Mala Xt, 120
by this Board for the benefit of the
No. J..
:10 p. m... . a: 16 p.
wont
1100
Grand
avanaa.
Apply
Seventh
.street
owner when found.
m... .11:10
No.
5

-

.

-

4.. ,11:06 p
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
. 1:25 a. w
No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m...
MRS.
FRANK
LEE
who FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
REIMAN,
Albuquerque, N. M.
.
2:10
.
No.
1:45
m..,
10..
p.
has recently come to this city from
101 Mae ta avary Monday
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
night at
Cleveland, Ohio, will take a limited
O. R.
HsJL on Soaglaa svanne, at
WE8T BOUND
number of pupils In expression at 8 o'clock.
Vlo'tlnjr
bmuImn
Estr.y Advertisement
1
No.
1:20 p. m,....JUil:4S p.
her
In
studio
the Plaza hotel.
cordially waleomc. a. HL Gahring.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
6:16 p.
No. 3
6:10 a. m
J.
T.
prasl4ant;
Busier, sacrotary:
may concern that the following de WANTED
4:50. p.
m
7
No.
4:40
C.
p.
Local
H. Bally, treajarer.
or traveling sales
scribed estray animal was taken up by
7:00 p.
No. 9
6:35 p. m..
men
towns
small
to
making
handle
Esplrldion Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
our new, attractive, pocket sideline. MODERN
One small sorrel mare, 7
WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Quick shipments, prompt commis$100 REWARD 9100
Meet in She forest of brotherl
or 8 years,
sion, no collecting. State terrtiory
The readers of this paper will be
Jove at Woodmen of ths Worii
Branded
to learn that there Is at least
covered. For particulars address,
halL on th second and fourth Tr pleared
On left hip
10 days after last appearance of this
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
one dread disease that science has
212
peerless
Mfg.
Co..,
street,
Sigel
Said animal being unknown to this
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
'
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
Lock and Ounsmith Bicycle and advertisement, eaid stray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Chicago, 111.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Consul; G. Laemmle, aerk. Via)
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Board for the benefit of the
this
Notice
by
is
to
whom
it
hereby given
. , General Repalrifl?
Is the only positive oure now known
'
are
before
26, 1912, said date being
lng
wa
neighbors
Aug.
owner when found.
especially
concern
may
that the following deto the medical fraternity. Catarrh be520-6t- h
coma
10
E. Las Vegas
and
Street
of
this
after
last
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
appearance
days
cordially Invited,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ing a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's CatWm. Gallagher, Ellzabethtown, N. M. advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
of the
4. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
arrh Cure la taken Internally, acting
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 18, 1912.
One small light bay mare by this Board for the benefit
54,
FOR SALE Buffet J20; tnree rock
mucous
I. O. of B. B. Meets
owner
when
found.
first directly upon the blood and
white strip in face, 14 hands high, 650
Automobile Carriage &
swy
ers for $4; saddle, pad and bridle
desof
surfaces
the
system,
thereby
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD.
Tuesday of the month in the vestry troying the foundation of tbe disease,
lbs., 3 yean old and unbroken.
18. 1215 Seventh street.
Estray Advertisement
rooms of Temjple Montefiore at I and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
giving the ' patient strength by
1912.
16,
o'clock
1st
6,
m.
last
Aug.
pub.
Aug.
pub.
p.
brothers
are
Tlsitlns
up the constitution and assistbuilding
On
concern
left thigh
that the following de
may
riAft SALE Horsel foarnefes , and
junOtl
mvited.
N. 0. HERMAN
Isaac Appol, ing nature in doing its work. The procordlxJly
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
spring wagon, also furniture almost
prietors have so much faith In Its curPresident; Charles Greenclay. Seo ative
Estray Advertisement
Juan Ortiz, Villa Nueva, N. M. ,
new. Must be sold at once.On right thigh
powers that they offer One HunH
tn
whom
it
Notice
is
given
Ave
rotary.
hereby
One red horse 4 or 3 yars,
dred Dollars for any case that it fails
429
725 Sixth street
Smith,
Said animal being unknown to this
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
may concern that the following de
400 lbs.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCU
Branded
FOR
SALE
Twin
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being P. H. Miller, Mduntainalr, N. M.
cylinder motorcy
NO. 804. Meets second and foant ledo, Ohio.
-On left hijr
V.
cle. Very little used. $125. Agua
Sold by all drugsts, 75a
10 days after last
appearance of this
One light bay mare, "Mth
Thursday m O. R. C. hall. Plonaa
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiPura Co.
Said animal being unknown to this advertisement, said estray will be sold
650
8
wire
Ib3.,
dark feet, years old,
building. Visiting members are oa pation.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or by this Board for the benefit of the cuts on
.. NEWLriREMODTCLED,
side.
Peter Emenaker, G.
dially lnvied.
right
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being owner when found.
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
Branded
Hay fever and asthma make August
I
10 days after last appearance of this
Private Baths and Lavatories
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
a month of Intense suffering to many
On left jaw
said estray will be sold
ComAlbuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Modern rooms by the I. O. O. F., LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. people. Foley's Honey and Tar
Branded
Stea.a'Heat Private Telephones advertisement,
pound gives prompt ease and relief,
by this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pfub.Aug.16, 1912.
1.
Meets every Monday evening al and is soothing and healing to the InOn left hip
day or week. The Albert, 617
owner when found.
j Rates $2.50 per day and up
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere-theDouglas avenue,
Said animal being ,unknown to this
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
AMERICAN PLAN
Estray Advertisement
N. Searsport, Me, says: "A few
lng brethren cordially Invited to at
Notice is hereby given to whom ft Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
doses of Foley's Honey and Tar ComRates
tend.
.
D.
Week
rvu
J
orJManth 1st pub. Aug. 6, last
Special
by
Jrurnished rooms
Frideastlno, N. Q.; pound relieved me of a severe attack
and
pub. Aug. 16, 1912. may concern
that the following de- before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being two rujNT
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood of asthma and less than a bottle causconnecting rooms fo light
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
Secretary; Karl Worts, Treasurer: ed a complete cure." Refuse substltr
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth SL
Wm. K. Jones, East Las Vegas, N. M. advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
utes. O. G. Sphaefar and Red Cross
C. V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
benefit of tbe ,1'hone Malt Id
Notice is hereby given to whom it
One gray mare three years' by this Board for the
Drug Store.
found.
owner
when
may concern that the following de- old, weight about 750
poundsabout
Two
room
uk
F.
O.
E.
Meets
.furnisned
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
firat and third Tuee
scribed estray animal was taken up by 12 hands high.
"Were all medicines as meritorious
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
day evenings each month, at Wood as Chamberlain's' Colic," Cholera and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
Branded
-- .
I
man halL Visiting Brothers cot Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
1st 'pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
One white mare 10 years,
".
On left hip
,
dially invited to attend. A. M be much better off and the percentage
700 lbs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
of suffering reatly decreased,' writes
"
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Sat
Branded
Advertisement
Notice Is hereby riven In vhnm It
Estray
Lindsay Scott, of Temple, Ind. For
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
'
rotary.
On left shoulder
Notice Is hereby given to whom It may concern that the
sale by all dealers.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
following dethe following de- scribed estray animal was taken up
Branded
10 days after last appearance of this may concern that
by
was taken up by T. L. Capt, Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed
animal
estray
On left hip
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Mestos
Santa
Anlcito
de
Montoya,
One sorrel horse.
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit of the
Cruz, N. M.
m
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
I
M39 tbe, or More, Each Delivery ...
. E80 oar 1
lbs.
One black horse 1 years.
On right thigh
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Ibe. to ZJtm Um Each Delivery .
USt
I St.
tSo par
400 lbs.
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
J3t lbs. U 1,Qet Ibe Eao Delivery
Albuquerque, N. M.
10s par 1Sf rk.
Branded '
On left thigh
said estray will be sold 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
6t lbs. to
lbs. Each Da N very
You can reduce tne cost or your advertisement,
4So par 129 Iba.
On
left
hip
by, this Board for the benefit of the
Leaa Than 6t lbs. Each Delivery
IBs per
living just half by having our Ice Ui owner when found.
iba.
Branded
to
animal
Said
unknown
this
being
Estray Advertisement
your chest. You will have no spoiled
On
back
of
part
or
owner
unles3
on
thighs
claimed
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
by
Notice is hereby given to whom It Board,
milk or foods and In case of sickness,
Said animal being unknown to this
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
.Albuquerque, N. M.
concern
demay
that
the
following
Ice
find
that
our
be
will
you'll
pure
10 days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. scribed
was
animal
taken
estray
up by
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purit
very beneficial. Remember, our lea
Southwestern Agri. Corporation, Los advertisement, said estray will be sold before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Is made from the purest water, it
10
Board
the
benefit
of
"
this
for
the
by
days aftef last appearance of tlilS'
Estray Advertisement
Famous-Off- ice
Lunas, N. M.
701 Douglas Avenue.
clear as a crystal, and we give you
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
auverastimeni, saia estray wm De sola
One sorrel male horse 15 owner when found.
accurate weight. Try us when next
concern
SANITARY
that
CATTLE
may
the following de years, 850 lbs.
BOARD,
by this Board fof the benefit of the
In need of Ice.
'
scribed estray animal waB taken up by
owner when found.
,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.
P. R. Blsby, Hurley, N, M,
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
33
On
left
hip f
Phone Main 227
One dark red cow, 8 years,
Advertisement
Albuquerque, N, M.
Estray
HI
Said
animal
to
this
being unknown
800 lbs.
Notice is hereby given to whom It 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
unless
claimed by owner on or
Board,
Branded
concern that the following debefore Aug. 26, 1912, said date being may
In the Probate Court, San Miguel
On left ribs
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
A vast amount of 111 health is due
10 days after last appearance of thla
County, New Mexico.
H. B. Steele, Estancia, N. M.
to
impaired digestion. When the stomsaid
In the Matter of the Estate of Grego- - Branded
advertisement,
estray will be sold
t:
One bay horse, 500 lbs
ach falls to perform its functions proOn left hip
rio Garcia y Sanddval, Deceased.
by this Board for the be'ief't of the
perly tha whole system becomes deuranaea
To Whom it May Concern: Notice
,
ranged.- A few doses of Chamberlain's
Said animal being unknown to tnis owner when found.
On
Jaw
left
' CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
V' is hereby given that the final report
Tablets is all you need. They will
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
tsranaea
f""l strengthen your digestion, invigorate
of the executrix in the above entitled before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
f i your liver, and regulate your bowels,
On left Bhoulder
Classified aia. ssarch out thejpeoole to whotn-aai- onr
estate has been filed In said court and 10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
al
doing away with that miser
entirely
of
Branded
who MIGHT BUY-- the
those
the 5th day of September, 1912. has advertisement, said estray will be sold
able feeling due to faulty digestion,
particular
is
worth
thing
most.
'
On right hip
. Estray
keen bet by the court for the hearing by this Board for the benefit of the
Advertisement
Many others have been per
Try
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST
to some-on- e
Notice U hereby given to whom It
Said animal being unknown to this manently cured why not you T Fol
of objections to the same and the Qn' owner when found.
who
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
all
sale
dealers.
by
concern
or
on
owner
of
estate.
said
claimed
unless
desettlement
that
the
Board,
al
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may
by
never
following'
hear of your property unless it were advertised
scribed estray animal was taken up by before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Witness My Hand, and the seal of
here.
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this
said Court this 24th day of July, A. D. 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912 Charence Ford, Alma, N. M.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist,
16
newspaper, want
One 2 year old heifer, red, advertisement, Eaid estray will be sold Baldwin St, Rochester, N. Y, says Fo1912.
are anions to find and pay cash for)
(and
books, automobiles
LORENZO DELGADO.
white face, 700 lbs.
by this Board for the benefit of the ley's Kidney Pills gave him immediate
(Seal)
Estray Advertisement
used machmery and furniture, articles of
relief and strengthened him wonder
owner when found.
usefulness of any
Couny Clerk.
Notice is hereby given to whom it Branded
T have been bothered with
fully.
sort, and musical instruments.
On
left
ribs
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
may concern that the following deweak kidneys and bladder trouble and
"I was cured of diarrhoea by one scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
As the classified ads. ar3 read
Said animal being unknown to this
suffered
much pain. Foley Kidney
x ;
by all p33sibl3 barsri 3f
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Southwestern Agricultural Ccj., Los Board, unless claimed by owner on or lBt pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. Pills gave me Immediate relief and
of things, they have come to be
sorts
possible
land Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
the finders' of the
strengthened me wonderfully. I am
Lunas, N. M.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
best
markets!
Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There Is nothto
recommend
O.
their
use."
pleased
One roan mare, white 10 days after last appearance of thla
Everybody reads Tke Optic.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drus Store.
ing better. For sale by all dealers.
,
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Lost One red cow, white face,
with horns, Branded CS on left shoulder. Notify Juan Sllva.

Mulligatawny
fltitton Broth
:

,sPea

Vermicelli-Tomat- o

10

cts. Per Gsxn At

,

0' A i S

13

1 EC

THE CASH GROCER

FANCY
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Archbishop J. B. Pltaval was in
Mora yesterday on an official visit.
The town waa in gala attire In honor
of the prelate. '.Many people from
the surrounding country were pres
ent to welcome him.
Persona who desire hunting and
fishing licenses may obtain them of
Ludwlg William Ilfeld at his store on
Bridge street. Mr. Ilfeld has been
authorized by the deputy warden, C,
I Hernandez ,to Issue licenses.
The regular meeting or the Ladies'
League of the Presbyterian church
will be held tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds. A large attendance
'
is requested.

PLUMS

YELLOW

Finch's 'Golden Wedding Rye, ag&d
the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
In

Tomato Okra
Vegetable
Chicken Gumbo

i

The Ladies' Aid society of the
church will meet at the
parsonage tomorrow afternoon at
2:30. All members are requested to
be present as business of Importance will be transacted.
'
Methodist

t

iron BBrerxiffiHO

Captain Mollnarl
mayor of that city,
officers of the New
Guard photographs

of Portales, also
has sent to local
Mexico National

taken at the recent camp of Instruction on the rifle
range north of this city. The pic
tures are exceptionally good.

It

today that the
subject for the address of Summers
Burkhart of Albuquerque before tho
state bar association meeting had
been changed.
Mr. Burkhart will
speak uponi '"Procedure Beffore the
State Corporation Commission."

PER. BASKET
Jo H.

STEARNS

PUfLE THINGS TO EAT

was announced

Fred Greenier, who until recently
was employed as messenger for the
Postal Telegraph company, was op
erated 6n for rupture at the Las Ve
gas hospital Friday. Reports from
the hospital indicate that he is Improving rapidly and will soon he out
again.

1
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mm
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NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

,

The new highway to Mora is in fair
shape, according to persons whg have
used it recently" "TEeyiay that if the
road were dragged occasionally It
would be perfect. To Mora and back
by automobile is an easy day's trip.
The Walton hotel In the Mora county
seat Is said to be setting a good table

and furnishing first class
dations for tourists.

"II We Do

accommo-

Mt's Right"

Ladies Lingerie
We have

Laundered

onhand a complete stock of

SffilENCC:?.S,WIN08WSCEEENS

AND WIRE

SCEEtNINfl

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

UnjBm
4

LAO'VEQAG

Phone Main 150

t Tfe8 llcr.3 cf

&. ?
'

Old Town

ib Cast cf Era jEfcg Uflz

and returned to your home in
the "it is hew" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.
Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are
very reasonable.

Las Vegas Steam
WE ARE

RECE1VO

is
apm

Try drain of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera R&r.

Hock Turtle

Chicken
Consomme
Tomato
Clam Chowder
Ox Tail

mm vzm

We want every one of our customSHUT
ers to get the benefit of the trousers
we offer at $1.58 and $2.88. worth
twice the money.
Douglas SON OF TIPTON RANCHER DANavenue.
GEROUSLY INJURED BY
.44 RIFLE.
The Romero tjaseTiall club of the
West side yesterday afternoon defeat
Suffering from a dargerous wound
ed tlie Jjamy Grays at Lamy by a In his abdomen, Ernest Kroenlg, the
score of IS to 6. The Romero boys 15 year old son of Alfred Kroenig, a
say the. Grays are a fast bunch. liar Tipton ranchman, is confined In the
per Harmon, formerly of Las Vegas, Becker hospital," having been brought
pitched for Lamy, while Green did to La Vegas Saturday night on Santhe catching. The battery for the ta Fe train NO. 9. Young Kroenig
Romeros was Nieto and Salazar.
was wounded Saturday afternoon at
2 o'clock while nunting near Optimo,
Last night at the Methodist parson two and
f
miles from his fathage Rev. B. C. Anderson performed er's ranch, the
rifle which
the ceremony which 'united in mar- he was carrying being, accidentally
riage Miss Mae Leeming and Harry discharged. The bullajt penetrated
Morrison. - Mrs. Morrison lhas been the lad's abdomen on the: left side
residing In Las Vegas for some time. going out through his back.
Previous to coming here she lived
Harry Kroenig, cousin and comon her father's farm ait- Cherryvale, panion of Ernest on his hunting trip,
Mr. Morrison is a dry fanner of the had
stepped on a cactus plant. - One
Shoemaker neighborhood.
of the needles stuck In Ms foot, and
he sat on the ground to pull it o.ut.
The Las Vegas Roller mills expect Ernest
Kroenig leaned over his gun
to be kept pretty busy this fall and to watch the
operation and it is
winter grinding the1 wheat from the thought that thei jar, when he put the.
fields of the northern New Mexico butt of the gun on the ground, refarmers. Over 100 carloads of wheat leased the trigger and discharged the
from Union and Coltax counties al rifle.
ready have been contracted for. This
but
The wound bled profusely,
alone will keep the mill going for 200 young Kroenig started for home
days. Mora county also will contrib- across country, while his companion
ute a large amount of wheat and oth, got a horse. When Harry Kroenig
er grains.
arrived with the horse young Kroe
nig mounted and rode home a disIt was announced yesterday by Rev, tance of two miles.
Train No. 9 was flagged at Tipton,
Father A. Rabeyrolle, pastor of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception and, accompanied by his father, the
that Archbishop J. B. Pltaval of Santa lad was brought to Las Vegas no
Fe would be here Sunday August 23, time beina lost In placing him !n
to administer the apostolic rite of physicians' care at the Becker hosconfirmation. This Is the archbish pital. Kroenig was placed on the op.
op's first visit to the Immaculate Con eratlng table immediately Jand the
ception in four years and all persons torn bowels were sewed up and the
How serious the ac
who have been baptized In that time wound dressed.
will be confirmed a week from next cident will prove Is not known,
Sunday. Confirmation strengthens the though the lad's condition is serious
faith of the baptized Christians and At first the pain was acute, but the
confers upon them the gift of the wounded boy was resting easier today.
Holy Ghost.
Ernest Kroenig was in fine physi
To Las Vegas people who are now cal condition and though the loss of
sojourning on the Pacific coast at blood was great, tnls Is in his favor.
the various beach resorts, or who con- It is thought that the crisis will come
template making their annual summer tonight Mrs. Kroenig came in yes
to southern' California, it will be terday and is with her son at the

DAILY
Phoae Main

California, Colorado antl New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables, Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples
Black Raspberries, A p r i c o t's,' Cantaloupes,
Watermelons.
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trip
of interest to know that the reports
of the spread of infantile paralysis
The
have been grossly exaggerated.
Long Beach board of health has made
affidavit to the fact that there is
and has been no infantile paralysis
at Long Beach. The affidavit Is made
in order to allay any possible anxiety
on the part of tourists. wha.aje4ey,'her
iit 'Long" iieaeli, or who may be mak
ing plans to visit that and other resorts along the Pacific coast. In fact
there are no cases of the disease at
any of the numerous popular resorts,
such as Long Beach, Avalon, Catalina
Island, etc. The only cases known
to exist are In' Los Angeles, proper,
where they have been strictly quarantined and where the disease is already well In control of the health
authorities.

r

Byron T. Mills declares he is the
champion fisherman in New Mexico.
He says he pulled off a stunt yester- day that has never been duplicated
and he doubts if the man who can
turn the trick ds yet born. The aforementioned stunt consisted in catching
a live grouse while on the wing with
hook and line. Mr. Mills was walking
along the banks of the upper Gallinas
looking for a likely pool Into which to
drop his fly when a flock of grouse
few past. One of the birds' wings
caught on Mr. Mills' hook. Mr. Mills
thought he would save the bird and
show it to this friends to vindicate
hlg story, but later he relented and
turned the captive loose. Bert Smith
of Los AngeleB, who is here visiting
his cousin, E. H. Mitchell, has' a story
that beats that of Mills. He Bays he
was fishing on the Hand place some
two weeks 'ago. He dropped Ihis hook
into an old well and pulled out a
mouse.
Then he threw in his line
once more and : pulled out a live
skunk. He Is still sorry of making
the latter catch, however.

CAN GET

YOU.
.
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GREENBERGER'S
Eoosier Cabinet

CoThu

with your Kitchen
Table
See how many steps you take"
Your flour is here; your butter
there; salt; spices; sugar everything
means a trip about the room.
The famous Hoosier Cabinet
groups everything you need in one
spot at your finger's ends.
I

,,)

,

You want salt?
here it is.
Sugar, same. The whole kitchen
brought to you just over your
work table.

The Hoosier
Special Saves .llilcs of Htcps
for Tirod Feet.

hospital.
A union prayer meeting will be
held Wednesday night In tho Christion Tabernacle on the corner of
Eighth street and Main avenue. Professor Byron J. Reed, principal of the
Las Vegas High school, will load the
meeting.

BAKE-- '

EESTKIN3

!

X

4

FOR SI.00

A WEEK

You psy merely $1.00 for a few weeks on the famous Club Plan. The
cabinet is delivered to your home as to scores of othprs. You
pay not One
penny more than the low price established everywhere by The Hoosier Mfg.,
Co. All over Las Vegas
o
people are putting the Hoosier in their homes.
well-to-d-

R. R. Larkln of this city has been
appointed by Governor William C. Mc
Donald as a member of the board of
regents of the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Hiram Hadley. Mr. Larkln 'formerly was superintendent cf
the public schools of East Las Vegas
and is prominent In the educational
circles of the state. During the past
winter and summeifj Mr. Larkln has
oeen employed by Ginn and Company,
the Chicago publishers, and has made
his headquarters In Springfield. Mo.
He, however, has maintained his resi
dence here, and is expected In from
Missouri this month.

a

J. C. JOHNSEN

SON

Licensed Agents For Hoosier Kitchen Cabinets

"FOPJ"
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CANNED

GOODS

Finest Quality Fruits and
tables From Field to Can

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

For

Noted

PURITY

QUALITY

BAKERY GOODS

ASH Y003: GCCCED

Th3 East in The Ciiy

CLEANLINESS

niH"--irr-

BSAfjD
lam

,

Eread, Rolls,

$1,050
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AT YCUII CC3H

EQUIPPED
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Chicken dinner tomorrow at the
White Kitchen from 11:30 to" 1:30.

(v.

lies and
Cbnaifioo II

Fried

FALL RADISHES

isrnz,

STORE

PERRY ONION A
SEEDSMEN

';
,

&

FLORISTS

f'C-I-
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EOT

or tali and we will have our demonstrator

show you.
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CVZHLAHD
Telephone

They Will Taste Mighty Good in the Cool
Fall Weather.

&
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-
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one-hal-

SOW RADISH SEED NOW FOR

Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower,, Summer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

GOAAF

si'.-

EriSI

A FULL

3

0

Celery,

THE

iiLL!

MM.

Tale-hert's-

Julienne

Celery

1912

12,

CdEIITALLV

See Van Fatten for insurance.

In the Following VMttXy
Asparagus
Bouillon

Chicken dinner tomorrow at the
White Kitchen from 11:30 to 1:30.
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